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Come on In and let us help you earn your GED! We are at 92 Chestnut St.in Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to help you!
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That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!
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Jones wins national speech title for Murray High
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledgercorn

begins downtown
The motto for the Murray
High Speech Team is "Not to
defeat an opponent nor to win
a prize but to emulate the best,"
For the first time since1960, The team accomplished all three
on Tuesday morning,First Unit- over Memorial Day Weekend as
ed Methodist Church in down- they left Sacramento, California
town Murray was missing one with a national championship in
of its signature symbols - the tow.
Brynn Jones, a junior stusteeple.
However, the reason is not dent, came away from the Naanything which church mem- tional Catholic Forensic League
bers need to worry. Nothing was Grand National Tournament a
national champion, outshining
out of the ordinary'.
209 competitors in the original
In fact, it was planned.
"About a year ago, we dis- oratory category, and receiving
covered that the steeple was in top scores from four out of five
bad condition because of time of her judges.
This marks this first NCFL
and the elements and it had begun leaking water. Water goes national champion for the Murdownward and that means even- ray High Speech Team, and
tually you're going to be talking only the fifth national champion
about problems with our sanctu- to come from the state of Kenary (above which the steeple is tucky, something speech coach
displayed) so we needed to talk Michael Robinson said made
about getting it fixed," said First him immensely proud. This was
United Methodist Pastor Rick not only because Jones competDye, just hours after workers ed against so many other stuhad used a large crane to extract dents from across the country,
the 49-foot-tall structure from he said, but in many ways, she
its perch that overlooks the went against former speech team
members from years before.
court square.
"I know that in 1991 Daniel
Tuesday's operation also
Cohen
was a national champiPhoto provided
was just the beginning of what
Murray Rai S'Oe'eCh coach Michael Robinson, center, is shown with juniors Brynn Jones, left, who won the school's first-ever
on
in
at
poetry
NFL
nationals,"
Dye said he hopes will be a fairnational title, and Myia Taylor, who finished in the top 24 in her category, during the National Catholic Forensic League Grand
ly quick operation to replace the
National Tournament in Sacramento, California.
a..
Page
JONES
See
2A
old steeple with a newer model.
"The hopes are this will
be able to happen within the
month of June," Dye said of
McConnell says Trump has earned
the job that is estimated to cost
$125,000. "The idea is also to
GOP
'
s nomination for president
make this not be too noticeable
By TYLER DIXON
toward Draffenville and Murray while it concludes in
once it's finished. The steeple
tdixon@murrayledger.com
Sharp and Paris,Tennessee.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Majority Leader
that's replacing it(made of a fiThe events website estimated more than $2.3 milMitch McConnell says that while presumptive Republican
berglass composite) is going to
When Debby Spencer started organizing the 400 lion was put into the local economy in last year's event
presidential nominee Donald Trump is "a phenomenon"
look very similar."
Mile Sale more than a decade ago,she never expected with more than 1,000 vendors participating. Shoppers
and political outsider, he has earned the right to the GOP
Dye said that, to his it to get as big as it's become.
from 34 state and eight countries, including Taiwan,
nomination and the party's support.
"It's the people that come from out of state every Canada, South Korea, Germany, Japan, Switzerland
McConnell says he does not believe Trump is changing
See STEEPLE Page 8A
year," she said. "It's like coming back home. They and the United Kingdom, attended at least one stop
the Republican Party "in a fundamental way," but is helpcome back to yard sales because they've met these on the route.
ing the party reach out to voters who"have not lately voted
people (vendors and yard salers) and they're friends."
Spencer,the coordinator of the 400 Mile Sale,said
for Republicans." McConnell said he has no problem supThe annual 400 Mile Sale hits the Bluegrass State the event has become an international affair that has
porting Trump because he has won the most votes in the
Ileue efic Slut
Thursday with several stops in the region until it con- spread by word of mouth.
primary and caucus process. McConnell added."We need
cludes Sunday.
You will seek me and find
"We have a couple from Japan that plan their holito be respectful of the proces
Starting in Maysville, Kentucky, the route heads
me when you seek me with
The Senate Republican leader spoke Tuesday on MSNsouth down Highway 68 and branches off in Aurora
all your heart.
See 400 MILE SALE Page 2A
BC's "Morning Joe" show.•
Jeremiah 29:13
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Area prepares for 400 Mile Sale
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos

Tuesday evening marked the graduation of the Calloway County
High School Senior Class of 2016 in the CFSB Center on the
campus of Murray State University. The occasion gave teachers, such as DeAnn Anderson, left photo, a chance to lend one
final supportive hand as she did for Sara Maxwell, one of her AP
LiteratUre students, right, in adjusting Maxwell's cap. Eventually,
the class made its way into the large venue, above photo, where
it was led by Brittany Robertson, left, and Ashton Barnett who
are shown awaiting their signal to begin marching to their seats
for the start of the ceremony.
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WEATHER

LI

66. North northeast wind 3
to 5 mph.

0
TODAY
86

Friday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Mostly
cloudy, with a high near
82. North northeast wind
around 6 mph.
Friday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 66. North
northeast wind around 6
mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Saturday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 80. Light and
variable wind becoming
west southwest 5 to 7 mph
in the morning.

TOMORROW
85

67

66

Daily Forecast
Today: A

30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after 10am. Partly sunny,
with a high near 86. Light
and variable wind becoming southwest 5 to 7 mph in
the morning.
Tonight: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly before lam. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 67. West
wind around 5 mph becoming calm in the evening.
Thursday: A 40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 85.
Calm wind becoming north
northwest around 5 mph in
the afternoon.
Thursday Night: A 40
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Cloudy, with a low around

Saturday

Night:

day around it," she said.
There are several stops along
the route where shoppers can
eat as well as camp during their
downtime. Spencer said food
trucks will be an added aspect to
the event this year because there
were sections along the route
where food and restaurants
weren't readily available.
Barbecue, ice cream and hot
dogs are just some of the foods
patrons can purchase during
their travels.
"You name it, we've got a
vendor on the route with that
kind of food," she said. "If
you're not into yard sales and
just want to try the cuisine along
the route,go for it."
Spencer said there is also going to be an award for the best
food truck.
"I challenge people to taste a
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chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
65. West southwest wind
around 7 mph.
Sunday: A slight chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with
a high near 80. West wind
6 to 9 mph.
Sunday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
61. Northwest wind 5 to 8
mph.
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Murray Bank Field ready for action
JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times

Formerly known as Field 6 at Chestnut Park, the renamed Murray Bank Field was officially opened for play Tuesday afternoon
with a ribbon cutting to mark the occasion consisting of numerous community leaders, coaches and players who will use the
field. The field is one of four that have received local corporate sponsorship for up to $25,000 in renovations. Saputo was the
first to sponsor early last year. Murray Bank, Community Financial Services Bank and Pella also committed to sponsoring a
field.

IN JONES wins national title...

little but of Kentucky along the
route," she said.
From front
It was a surprise to Spencer
that the area around Draffen- Robinson said. "Poetry isn't one
ville, Benton. Cadiz,Aurora and of the main events. It is one of
Hopkinsville had as many yard the supplemental or consolation
events where if you get knocked
sales as it did.
out
of your main event you com"I didn't know that many
people lived in those communi- pete in these events, and he won
for poetry.
ties," she said.
-Leigh-Allyn Baker is a MurShe said the year sales in
those towns were the biggest hit ray native who went on to be
of the route and she expects it to on the TV show 'Good Luck
Charlie' on the Disney chanbe much the same this year.
Spencer said a combination nel. She was a finalist for MHS
of several aspects will deter- two years in a row at one of the
mine if the event was a success. national tournaments. When I
"Success in our mind is was a student at MHS I was a
when the yard salers are telling finalist at this tournament my
us they made some money," she -junior year and I placed fourth,said. "The shoppers are telling 'but no'championship has' been
Us they found really neat trea- earned by someone from Murray
sures along the route and the High. This is only the fifth time
tourism directors tell us later on that someone from the state of
that people are coming back and Kentucky has won the national
visiting those communities."• championship."

•••••••
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MEET THE PROS NIGHT

By MICHAEL R. BLOOD
and
LISA LERER
Associated Press

JUNE 4 • 4:00 - 6:00 PM • CHESTNUT CITY PARK
PRESENTED BY FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH MURRAY

SCOTTMArnIl

WIRE ROSE

GREG BONANNAN

•••••

GUNN CHAPPEUAR

MU MCDONALD

fAeet the Pros Night is a fishing semi- ing techniques and strategies for
nar that features some of the top
finding and catching largemouth
bass fishermen in the country. The
bass. We will also have a truck and
event will feature 5 FLW Tour Pro's
boat display. Each angler will also
who will share some of their top fish- share about their faith journey.

SPONSORED BY SPORTSMEN'S OUTREACH
www.SPORTSMENSOUTREACRorg

While checking in via Face- ent events at different locations.
book and updating people on the Those who did advance restatus of the four MHS students mained to offer support for their
and their travels, Robinson said teammates.
a former MHS speech alum from
"It was fun because they
before his time sent him a mes- enjoyed the entire process and
sage to see about sending the were very supportive of one
team off from the airport.
another," Robinson said. "They
"I checked in on Facebook are a really sweet group of stufrom the airport and received a dents who genuinely care for
message from Melissa Clement one another and they celebrated
Grizzle who was a Murray High all of the success together and
Speech alum from before my had a great time. When two saw
time," he said. "She said 'I see that the other two weren't going
you're at the airport, it's on my on they were still right there to
way home from work,I'd like to cheer each other on through the
stop by and wave and wish you whole process and it was great to
1 good luck.'
s.,he capecAR.
,
th t pity in that core group
o the gate to.wiWit:us
,
.C.
hello, little things like that were ;ff,l.tygeg,Arynn was redxa
kind."
wafirifttei-that final round silt
After arriving in Sacramento. looked up and said, 'I'm just
Robinson and the team checked going to go and do my very best
in on Friday, got their bearings, and leave it all on the field and if
practiced and even found time it happens. it happens and if not
to go to a mall. During these I know that I have done my best
exploits Robinson said they uti- and I am going to be perfectly
lized Ubers for transportation, happy with that,' and she did."
and even bonded with one of
This is not the end of the
their drivers over the weekend.
road for the MHS Speech team.
"There was an Uber driver on as there are three more students
Friday afternoon who was very who will be competing at the
kind and the kids really took to National Speech and Debate Asher," Robinson said. "They said sociation national tournament
'we wish you could drive us in Salt Lake City, Utah June
more often,' and she said 'cer- 11 - 18. Two seniors, David Lu
tainly, here is my phone number, and Trent Lyons, and one junior,
whenever you need a ride let Anna Cate Brown, will be makus know.' So she came several ing the trek to compete in the
times to gives us rides and in International Extemporaneous
fact drove us to the airport Mon- Speaking. Congressional Debate
day morning at 4:45 because she and Original Oratory categories
wanted to be there and support respectively.
the kids. She even asked to text
"It's very competitive and it
her and let her know how things is an honor to simply be there,"
were going through the pro- Robinson said."For the students
cess—so she became a recurring to have that success on the nafigure over the weekend, it was tional stage is outstanding, absopretty sweet."
lutely outstanding. I am proud of
Throughout the weekend the all of them.-•
students participated in differ-
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Clinton scores prized endorsement from Gov. Jerry Brown

FEATURING THE TOP BASS FISHING ANGLERS IN THE COUNTRY

P‘i

Jones was one of four students representing Murray High
at the tournament alongside fellow juniors Myla Taylor, Austin
Cobb and sophomore Phoebe
Shown. Taylor was a quarter-finalist (top 24) in dramatic performance, with Cobb and Shown
competing in extemporaneous
speaking and dramatic performance respectively, though neither qualified beyond their first
rounds of competition.
The Murray students were up
against 1,900 other entries from
teams across the country. Robinson said that to even be pres•urnameut is 4 gr,e
s
vemept of itself,
let
avik with the
acco
• students achieved
over the weekend.
"We have had a tremendous
amount of support from the
community," Robinson said.
"Not just local businesses here
in Murray. but also from alums
and people who are connected to
these students or who just want
to help with the process and what
they are doing—people who
heard about our students trying
to get to nationals and were excited to share and support."
Some support came from David Parker who had arranged for
a vehicle to drive the students to
the St. Louis airport the Thursday before the tournament. Other
support came in the form of generous monetary donations from
Independence Bank. The Murray Bank and many others who
helped ensure that the students
would be able to make the trek
and compete. But not all support
came in the form of a loaned
vehicle or a monetary donation,
much of the support came from
people just taking the time to
support the team's morale.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Hillary Clinton landed a coveted endorsement from California Gov. Jerry Brown Tuesday,
patching up a strained relationship between the two Democrats
as she seeks to deliver a final
blow to Bernie Sanders' campaign.
Clinton heads into California
and the other end-of-the-line
primaries June 7 with the Democratic nomination virtually
locked up — she needs just 71
delegates to reach the required
threshold at the party's summer
convention in Philadelphia. But
Sanders is staging boisterous
rallies across the state and running TV ads in hopes of delivering an upset that he says would
strengthen his claim to the nomination, despite the numbers.
While Clinton's campaign
has been looking to California
as the triumphant conclusion to
her primary run, her lead appears to have vanished in recent
days. Polling last week showed
a race that's nearly tied.
•

Clinton is still expected to
lock up the nomination before
the polls close in the Golden
State, but a loss in California
would amount to a deeply symbolic wound in a state she carried in the 2008 presidential primary against then-Sen. Barack
Obama. It would also encourage
Sanders to make good on his
promise to remain in the race
until the party convention in
July, hampering Clinton's ability to unify her party and sending her limping into the general
election.
While the state has a pronounced Democratic tilt, a Clinton defeat could also embolden
Republicans who would love to
see her have to defend ground in
a state that hasn't sided with a
Republican presidential candidate since 1988.
At this point. Clinton is eager
to devote her time and money to
the campaign against presumptive Republican nominee Donald Trump. But the unexpectedly tough race in California,
and her determination to win it,
is highlighted in her upcoming
schedule — starting Thursday,
she's planning events for five
consecutive days. She's also

running a series of ads targeting
black, Latino and Asian-Americans in the state, spending cash
she'd hoped to conserve for
spots going after Trump.
"I'm feeling very positive
about my campaign in California," Clinton said in an interview with MSNBC on Tuesday.
"We are working really hard. I
want to cover as much of the
state as I possibly can."
With Brown's blessing, Clinton has the support of virtually
every major Democrat in California.
In a written statement, the
governor stopped just short
of saying Sanders should step
aside. Instead, he called Clinton's lead "insurmountable,"
pointed out she had amassed
about 3 million more votes than
Sanders and argued it was urgent
for Democrats to begin focusing
solely on Trump.
He said Clinton "has convincingly made the case that she
knows how to get things done
and has the tenacity and skill to
advance the Democratic agenda.
"This is no time for Democrats to keep fighting each other," Brown wrote. "The general
election has already begun."•
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111 DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey

A free ride?
Dear Dave,
My son is going off to college soon, but he's
never had a job. His uncle has offered him a really nice, low mileage used car for $3,000. My
husband doesn't want us to give him money for
the car, but I think this deal is just too good to
pass up. What do you think?
Tonya

•
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Invest in Chandler
Dear Dave,
I'm 19 years old, and I'm putting myself
through college debt-free. I usually work part
time during the semesters, but right now I'm
working full time. I have about $2,000 in mutual
funds, and I was wondering if I should add my
full-time work income to that or save it all to help
pay for school.
Chandler

Dear Tony a,
Unless there's some sort of disability that's
Dear Chandler,
prevented your son from working part time
Wow! Great job, man! I appreciate that
over the last few years, I've got to agree with you're looking toward the future with your
your husband on this. Your son needs a car, investment, but right now I want you to invest
but he also needs to get off his butt and work in you.I want you to make sure,first and forefor it. If you get this car for him, you're just most, that you graduate college debt-free. So,
teaching him that mommy and uncle will take If I'm in your shoes, I'm piling up the cash to
care of everything. That's not a good lesson pay for school.
for any child to learn, and it's an especially
You're in a season of your life where things
bad thing for a teenager.
are more hectic than you probably ever
dreamed they could be. My advice is to keep
When you and your husband first started that money liquid. Keep it available and on
out in life, I'm guessing you didn't start out hand, and don't tie it up in mutual funds at
rich. Am I right? It's not really the car deal the moment. You'll have plenty of time to conthat's the problem here; it's the lesson that tinue investing once you graduate.
will be learned. At his age,it's silly for him not
It's best for you to concentrate on finishing
to want to work for a car, and you and your school, then landing a job and finding a place
husband need to be up in his face about that. to live after college. Even if you end up living
Then, if he chooses not to work for a car, he in the same place for a while, starting life in
can walk. He shouldn't be rewarded for show- the real world takes money,so let's make sure
ing no desire to go earn things and make stuff you can make that happen. In other words,
happen.
Chandler, as long as you do something with
your education and that education is in an
When my son was around that age and area that's useable, you are a better investwanting a car, he was working his tail off ment than mutual funds right now!
around my office packing boxes and painting
—Dave
stairwells. That's how you learn about the
benefits of hard work. If you don't teach your
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on monson how to work now, he'll be living with you ey and business, and CEO of Ramsey Solutions. He
when he's 30 years old and doing exactly what has authored seven best-selling books. The Dave Ramhe's doing now — which is nothing.
sey Show is heard by more than II million listeners
each week on more than 550 radio stations and digital
This automobile deal is a bad deal, because outlets. Dave's latest project. EveryDollar, provides a
it doesn't teach your son to work for it.
free online budget tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at 4
—Dave
DaveRamsey and on the web at daveramsey.com.
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Murray, Kentucky, a friendly, playful city.
Calloway
County, Kentucky, a place
where neighbors help neighbors and we take care of one
another.
One of the ways we take
care of one another is through
the various non-profit organizations which bless our county.
These organizations are funded
by annual donations, fund-raisers and any other source of income available to the organization. These gifts are spent on
immediate needs and are vital
for the day-to-day operations of
the organization.
But imagine a gift that will
endure for all time; a gift to
the Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation is such
a gift. Your gift to the Community Foundation for the benefit
of a non-profit organization is
"the gift that keeps on giving."
Endowed funds create a foundation for fiscal growth and stability while generating income
to benefit the non-profit. As you
know from investing your own
personal dollars,the more money invested the greater amount
of return you get on the investment.
If you would like to make
a permanent gift to benefit the
non-profit of your choice, you
have several options. First, you
can make a donation of any
amount for the benefit of one of
our existing non-profit endowments at any time to the Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation. Checks

his/her financial adviser/consultant/CPA. Applications for
the Kentucky Tax Credit for
2016 need to prepared for submission on July 1. According to
the Community Foundation of
West Kentucky, "The Endow
Kentucky Tax Credit Program
offers a very unique incentive
to charitable giving. Combined
with the benefits of your charFOUNDATION
itable tax deduction, the tax
Article 71
credit ensures that your philanthropic
dollars and tax benefits
should be made payable to
Murray-Calloway
County are maximized."
Finally, you might want to
Community Foundation. Indicate the non-profit on the "for" include a bequest to the Comline and mail it to P.O. Box 727, munity Foundation in your Last
Will and Testament or other
Murray, KY 42071.
Next, you might choose estate planning. Your bequest
to participate in Endow Ken- can be a general bequest to
tucky. Endow Kentucky offers the foundation with the annutax payers an opportunity to al income distributed among
help their community through participating non-profits or it
a gift to a community founda- can be designated for specific
tion and receive a tax credit non-profit organizations. We
toward their Kentucky Income are now aware of several perTax. A Kentucky income tax sons in our community who
credit of 20% may be received have left bequests in their wills
for endowed permanent funds for the benefit of their churchdonated up to $10,000 per do- es and other non-profits. This
nor per taxable year. The min- is a wonderful way to leave
imum amount that can qualify a legacy that will benefit the
for the Kentucky income tax non-profit for which you have
credit pursuant to our specifica- passion forever.
To learn more about MCCCF
tions is $1,000. The maximum
amount that can qualify for the and how you can get involved,
Kentucky income tax credit is visit mcccf.org or contact Har$50,000. However, a husband old Hurt, president of MCCCF,
and wife can each make the at 270-761-6880 or any of the
maximum contribution to qual- following board members: Linify $100,000 for the Kentucky da Avery: 270-753-0060, Gary
income tax credit. Corporations Brockway: 270-753-0503, Matt
and business can qualify as Hale: 270-753-5411, Brian
well. To receive an application Overbey: 270-767-2000, Dick
for Endow Kentucky, contact Weaver: 270-753-2899, Zach
any member of the founda- Dunlap: 270-816-3880, Alice
tion board or the Kentucky Rouse: 270-293-3973, Sharlisa
Department of Revenue. To Smotherman: 270-293-9304 or
determine the impact of a tax Robert Long: 270-809-3734.
credit, a donor should consult
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A TRIBUTE TO PATSY: Members of the Badgett Playhouse in Grand Rivers graced the stage
of the Rotary Ampitheater in Murray's Central Park Tuesday night to pay homage to country
music legend Patsy Cline. The show was part of the 2016 concert series to raise money for a
3D Mammography machine for the Murray Calloway County Hospital. Tuesday night's tribute
is the second of 11 shows with varying themes the Badgett Playhouse will be performing every
Tuesday night at the park through August. Tickets can be purchased from the endowment
office at the hospital, any Keller Williams realty office, The Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau or from the Badgett Playhouse directly by calling 1-888-362-4223.
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are shown Tuesday as they stand in a line that extended
past the front door of Murray City Hall on the final day city stickers and business licenses
could be purchased for 2016-17 before penalties begin being enforced.
LAST-MINUTE LINE: Customers
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Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD
attending to the
BARNABY:
(Neutered)
Siamese • Adult• Male

American
Red Cross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

RAMBLER:
Tabby • Seven months old
• Male

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
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I want to let the community know how fortunate we are as
citizens to have the Murray Police Department.
took it for granted that we are safe in Murray. After attending the Murray Police Department Citizens Police Academy this spring, I can say we as citizens are in great hands.
The six-week class consisted of Rick Harris who talked
about 911 Communications. Chris Garland discussed narcotics investigations, complete with pictures.
Mark Ballentine went over things vb ith traffic operations
and accident reconstruction. Tim Fortner talked about and
conducted a polygraph examination in class.
Ken Claud conducted a tour of the jail, which was opening. County Attorney Bryan Ernstberger spoke on court room
procedures. Chris Scott discussed use of force and a demo on
the use of a taser.
The range day was optional with use of guns and the K-9
demonstration with Tiko, the department's dog.
1 urge everyone to sign up for the fall Academy. It was a
great learning adventure.
In closing, a big thanks to Chief Jeff Liles and his staff for
a job very well done. Tell an offices thanks for their work.
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Sincerely,
Mark Gore
Murray
Editor,
The first concert since the ribbon cutting at the Rotary amphitheater in Central Park was last Tuesday ( May 24) evening.
After attending, we wanted to take this opportunity to thank
the Rotary Club and all of those community members who
donated to the project for this new facility. We also wanted
to thank Dick Weaver for "nudging" the project forward and
Roger Reichmuth who served as the fundraising chairperson.
If you missed the Variety! Music, Memories & More program brought to Murray by the Badgett Playhouse singers
and band, you missed a really entertaining event.
However, there is good news. For each of the next 10
weeks of the summer on Tuesday nights from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the amphitheater, there will be different shows brought to us
by the Badgett Playhouse entertainers.
The show (last night) was based on the music of Patsy
Cline and tickets are available at the Murray Convention &
Visitors Bureau on the court square.
Funds raised from the shows will go to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to help fund new 3D mammography equipment.
We hope everyone will have a chance to see some of these
entertaining surnmer,shows in this fine, new community facility.
Sincerely,
Chuck and Paula Hulick
Murray
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Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
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,/ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out
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Murray celebrates positive resources for all age groups
In 1988, Murray was still
celebrating its designation
by Rand-McNally as the #1
retirement community in
America, and I was getting
married and moving here. As
a native northeasterner far
from retirement age, I had
reservations about my new
Kentucky home. Soon after
settling in, however, I realized that Murray and Calloway County offered benefits
that were not confined to any
one age.
group..
Over the years, the community's broad appeal has
been amply recognized by
other sources. Currently,
Murray is one of the 100
Best Communities for Young
People and a Playful City
USA recipient for the ninth
year in a row. Moreover,U.S.
Niche ranks our town as the
top choice of communities
under 100,000 in the commonwealth, based on criteria
that include weather, safety,
schools, access to activities,
jobs, housing and transportation.
Another precious regional
asset, Murray State University, is home to WKMS-FM,
the National Public Radio
affiliate which recently hosted an intergenerational discussion of "On My Own,"
by NPR's Diane Rehm. The

best-selling memoir chronicles the challenges of establishing a new life after the
prolonged and debilitating
illness and death of John
Rehm, her husband of 54
years.
About 28 men and women of all ages showed up at
station studios last week to
talk about the book. A few of
the older participants had already experienced the loss of
a spouse, while some of the
younger_ people had suffered
the death of cherished loved
ones and,_were dealing with
the aftermath.
"The book made me think
about my generation," one
young woman remarked.
"If Diane Rehm, with her
resources and knowledge
couldn't find the right answers during her husband's
Parkinson's, where does that
leave the rest of us?"
The general consensus
seemed to be that we don't
pay enough attention to topics that are difficult to discuss
until we are directly confronted with reality. As one
person pointed out, "I hear
people say things like 'If I
die,' instead of when, and I
wonder if they know something I don't."
The dialog continues
on Thursday, June 2, with

"Grace &
Glory: The
Time
of
Your Life
Health
Fair." This
event, designed
to
foster interaction about
intergenera- Main Street
tional needs By Constance
and
local
Alexander
resources, Ledger & Times
Columnist
will be at
the Calloway County .Public Library
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sponsored by the Community Education Advisory Council (CEAC), this is
the second year in a row for
"Grace & Glory." Organizers
plans for the event to continue into the future because the
issues facing individuals and
families continue to grow in
number and complexity.
According to Sherry Purdom, Community Education
Director, "Many of us are
taking care of our children
and our parents," she said.
"We are the Sandwich Generation. Our mission is to
create awareness and support
for the services that are available locally. There are many
caring hands in our community," she continued,"and we

want to make sure that people of all ages are aware of
them."
This year's fair is an indoor-outdoor event, with
vendors and displays in the
library community room,
and snacks provided in the
garden. At noon, the Murray
Middle School Jazz Band
will treat attendees to a special performance.
Information on hospice,
legal issues, insurance, veterans benefits, AARP, financial planning, housing, recreation, adult education, and
rehabilitation are some of
the areas vendors will cover.
Representatives from Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on hand to provide
health screenings on metrics
like blood pressure and BMI.
"Community
education goes way beyond the
schools," Ms. Purdom explained, adding that public
support of the health fair is
another indicator that Murray
is truly the #1 place to live in
Kentucky, and a community
to be proud of.
For more information,
contact
sherry.purdom@
murraykyschools.us

family members who fought
in various wars. And I also
remember the costs of war on
those that stayed behind in diminished homes back in Kentucky and Tennessee. During
the Great War—World War
1—my
great-grandmother,
so overcome with grief at
the thought of her son—my
great uncle Marshall—in the
trenches of the Western Front,
committed suicide.
Uncle
Marsh came back home to
Tennessee, but just barely.
My mother and father
would take my brother and
me to visit Uncle Marsh once
or twice a year at the Veterans'
Hospital in Murfreesboro,
Tennessee. We drove through
the gates of those beautiful,
well-kept grounds and a hospital official would lead us to
a bench under the branches of
a spreading shade tree. After
a few minutes, a nurse would
lead our Uncle Marsh slowly out to the bench. He wore
clean, freshly pressed khakis,
but his eyes were vacant. He
sat on that bench, and my
brother and I would pat his
hand and talk to him and tell
him that we loved him.
He did not speak and he
did not acknowledge us in
any way,but we spoke to him
nonetheless. And we thanked

him for what
he did for our
country in the
trenches
of
the Western
Front. After
a while, the
nurse would
come
back
and lead Uncle
Marsh
back to his Home and
room and we
Away
would drive
By James
away, back Duane Bolin
to our home Ledger & Times
in Texas or
Columnist
Tennessee or
Kentucky.
On the way home, Mom
or Dad would tell us again
that Uncle Marsh had suffered from mustard gas in
the trenches, and that he had
come home shell-shocked.
Unlike his mother,he had survived the war, but not really.
He came back changed, still
breathing, but unable to function and unable to work and
even unable to communicate.
I remember reading about
the Civil War soldier who
said that he returned from the
war, promptly had a nervous
breakdown, and did not work
again for eight years. He was
fortunate. My Uncle Marsh
never worked again, after giv-
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Read Main Street online at
mvw.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@twc.com.•

The Last Full Measure
We have just enjoyed—if
that is the proper word—a
long weekend to remember
those that fought and died in
America's wars to provide for
the freedoms that we cherish
today. According to Dr. David
Blight, one of Wesley's history professors at Yale, the first
Memorial Day was celebrated
at the end of the Civil War by
African American troops to
honor Union troops buried
in a mass grave in the infield
of a race track in Charleston,
South Carolina.
Soon after the war, Union
and Confederate veterans held
Memorial Days to commemorate deceased Civil War soldiers. Sometimes the remembrances were acts of unity as
both sides came together to
honor the dead.At other times,
divisions remained strong,
years after the conflict.
We might remember Decoration Days in late spring
when we decorated the graves
of our loved ones,even if they
had not served in the armed
forces. Now,it seems that the
emphasis has returned to the
those that have fought for our
freedom,especially those men
and women who have died for
our freedom.
I remember my mother's
and father's stories about

Burke(

ing his life for a cause that he
probably did not understand
completely. There was no
Pearl Harbor before World
War I. No Adolf Hitler. No
Mussolini.
In fact, Woodrow Wilson
had campaigned for re-election in 1916 on the slogan,
"He kept us out of war." He
started his second term in
1917, and because of the Germans' unrestricted U-Boat attacks, President Wilson determined that war was necessary
after all.
The Great War changed the
world. Modris Ekstein wrote a
history of the war titled,"The
Rites of Spring: The Great
War and the Birth of the Modem World." The Great War
changed the world alright.
But World War I also changed
my Uncle Marsh and his family and thousands of other
individuals and thousands of
other families—Americans,
French, English, Germans,
Russians, and other nationalities around the world. The
costs of war are high. But the
costs of freedom are higher
still.
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department ofHistory at Murray State
University. He may be reached at
jbolin@inutrraystate.edu.
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OBITUARIES
Brenda Sue Smith
Brenda Sue James Smith, 71, of Almo, Kentucky, died Saturday. May 28,2016 at her home.
She was born in Murray, Kentucky, on Nov. 5,
1944.
She served as the former secretary of the Order
of the Eastern Star.
She was preceded in death by her father, Winfred Mason James; three sisters, Treva Nell James,
Mary Inez James—Johnson and Linda Nell Culver
and one great-grandson, Ian McCuiston.
Mrs. James is survived by her husband, Gerald
Smith
Smith of Almo, whom she married Feb. 13, 1960
in Murray; her mother, Elaine Donelson of Murray; one daughter,
Donna McCallion and husband Tony of Lisle, Illinois; one son, Dale
Smith and wife Wendy of Almo; two sisters, Barbara James and
Doris James, both of Puryear, Tennessee; two brothers, Glen Dale
James and wife Marilyn of Antioch, Tennessee and James Ron Davis Sr. and wife Linda of Henderson, Nevada; three grandchildren,
Tiffany McCuiston of Iowa, Mitch McCuiston of Illinois and Derek
McCuiston of Kentucky; six great-grandchildren, Katelyn McCuiston, Elliott McCuiston, McCaelyn Casey, Collin McCuiston, April
McCuiston and Gwendolyn McCuiston.
Funeral services will be at II a.m. Wednesday. June 1. 2016 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Leon Knott officiating. Burial
will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery. Visitation was from 5-8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 31,2016 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alford Lodge
F.&A.M. No. 445, Attn. Louise Sirls, 550 Union Ridge Road, Benton, KY 42025 or to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, P.O. Box
1000, Department 142, Memphis,TN 38101-9908.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Martin
Marge Martin,89,a former resident of Murray,
Kentucky, died Friday. May 20, 2016 at Three
Rivers Medical Center,Grants Pass,Oregon.
Mrs. Martin's family emigrated from the
Ukraine to Canada and she was born May 7, 1927
on the family farm in Alberta, Canada to Harry P.
Lutzuk and Anne Sevems Lutzuk.
She was a police volunteer for Lodi Police in
California and a long time hospital volunteer in
Oakdale, California; Murray and Pleasanton, California. She went to Disneyland for the first time
Martin
at the age of 81, traveled to Holland by herself at
age 79 and took a family cruise to Alaska. She was a mother and
homemaker and enjoyed her beautiful flower garden; was an accomplished seamstress and loved to do puzzles. She will be remembered for her witty sense of humor and her smiles for everyone.
Mrs. Martin is survived by her three daughters, Carol and husband Ralph; Judy and husband Chris; and Patty; one son,Bill; seven grandchildren,Sharma,Samantha,David,Travis,Larissa, Mandy
and Melissa and several great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be at 2:30 p.m. Friday, June 3,2016 at
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 1-2 p.m. Friday,
June 3.2016 at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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James 0. Burkeen. 92, of Paducah, Kentucky.
died at 6:05 p.m. Sunday. May 29.2016 at Ray and
Kay Eckstein Hospice Care Center, Paducah.
He was a member of Reidland United Methodist
Church and the retired SCS/NRC state and national
societies. He was a 1947 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor's degree in argiculture.
James was employed as a teacher in the Veterans on
Farm Training Program in Trigg County and Fulton
County and was employed by the U.S. Soil Conversation Service for 30 years serving in McCrackBurkeen
en County District Conservationist for 26 years.
He was preceded in death by four brothers, Leon Burkeen, Leonard Burkeen, Emmett Burkeen and Eugene Burkeen; sisters-n-law,
Mary Workman Burkeen. Martha Nall Burkeen, Alice Ray Arnett,
Adna Burkeen and parents. Ed and Bertha Lamb Burkeen.
Mr. Burkeen is survived by his wife of 49 years, Julia Arnett
Burkeen; a son, James McKinley Burkeen of Murrieta, California;
grandchildren, Nicolas and Leila Burkeen of Murrieta; sister-n-law.
Sue Enoch Burkeen of Lexington; six nieces and four nephews.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Friday. June 3.2016 at Milner
& Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with Glen Hill officiating. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery. Vistiation will be from 9 a.m.
until the service time on Friday. June 3,2016 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Reelfoot Rural Ministries, 6923 Minnick Elbridge Rd., Obion, TN 38240 or Reidland
United Methodist Church Helping Hands Fund,5515 Reidland Rd.,
Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be left at www. milnerandorr.com.
Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.

Police investigate parents of boy
rescued from gorilla at Ohio zoo
to a zoo exhibit and lost track of
her child for perhaps a minute
or so," Simons said in an email.
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"The mother was standing next
By DAN SEWELL
Associated Press

n0=3

Mary "Frances" Treas Crick, 90, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Sunday, May 29, 2016 at Baptist
Health Care,Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born June 1,1925 in Calloway County,
Kentucky,to Tom and Lou Burnett Treas.
She was retired and a member of Hardin-Dexter
United Methodist Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
husband. Earl Wade Crick; a daughter, Shelby
Crick; a son, Jewel Crick; a son-in-law, Warren
McDougal; two sisters, Ruthie Mohler and Bulah
Crick
Turntine; two brothers. Rudy and Henry Treas and
three infant sisters.
Mrs. Crick is survived by two daughters, Debbie Hopkins and
husband Bobby of Murray and Renae McDougal of Kirksey; two
sons, David Crick and wife Marcia of Dexter and Dan Crick of
Almo; a daughter-in-law, Martha Crick of Almo; nine grandchildren, Kelly Higgins of Almo, Daina Buhler of Lexington, Joey
McDougal of Almo, Dan-en Crick of Dexter, Heather Koenecke
of Murray, Ashley Beggs of Brookport, Illinois; Tiffany Baker of
Hickory, Stephanie Henderson of Paducah and Kayla Otterson of
Almo and several great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m.,Friday,June 3,2016 at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Richard Burkeen and Glenn Cope officiating. Burial will be in Soldier Creek Cemetery. Visitation will
be Thursday,June 2,2016 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church,5161 Radio Road,Dexter,KY 42036.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Ruth I. Collett

Ruth I. Collet, 77, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, May 31,
2016 at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.II

Lawyer creates app to help ex-offenders expunge records
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
lawyer in Kentucky has created a
web app to help ex-offenders who
are looking to erase their records
and restore their rights.
The Courier-Journal reports
that Brad Clark started the web
app called unconvicted.com to help
former offenders determine if they
qualify to have their records expunged.
Clark said ex-offenders can use
the app by logging on and answering a series of questions about their
criminal history. Within 72 hours,
they receive a free assessment about
whether they qualify to have their
records wiped clean. Afterward, he
charges a fee depending on the level
of service he provides.
He said he has already received
many inquiries about his service.
Clark started the app after the

Kentucky legislature passed felony-expungement legislation that
could help ex-offenders remove a
conviction from their records. When
the law goes into effect, ex-offenders who have been convicted of certain Class D felonies can qualify to
have their records expunged.
Clark said he wanted to help former offenders because the "system
grinds people and destroys them."
He said many of the people he has
helped are good people who have
made a mistake.
"The vast majority of people
I've spoken to picked up an offense
when they were in their early 20s,
maybe even 18 or 19 and then they
go, they serve their sentence," he
said. "Most of the time they were
probated. They completed their probation,and they never got in trouble
again."•

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Brenda Sot Smith,71
Funeral service will be at II a.m. Wednesday, June 1, 2016
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.

Mississippi governor: 'Secular' world
has shown much anger over LGBT law
By EMILY WAGSTER PETTUS
Associated Press
JACKSON, Miss.(AP) — Mississippi Gov. Phil Bryant says
the "secular, progressive world" vented at him for signing a bill
that would let clerks cite religious beliefs to recuse themselves
from issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples.
The Republican governor spoke in Washington as the conservative Family Research Council gave him an award last Thursday for
signing House Bill 1523 this year and a similar one in 2014 called
the Mississippi Religious Freedom Restoration Act.
"About 60 days ago, it seemed as if all of the secular, progressive world had decided they were going to pour their anger and
their frustration — their friends in the media willingly joining with
them to bring all that they could upon the governor of the state,"
Bryant said."Hoping,first, that surely he wouldn't sign that bill if
we could just draw enough editorial cartoons ... if we could condemn him enough, if we could get enough cameras in his office, if
we could get people to go out and protest in front of the governor's
mansion at night. We could get people to call him bad names —
'Oh, you know, he's from Mississippi so we can use that racist
idea.'
"How dare them," Bryant said."How dare them."
Family Research Council president Tony Perkins presented
Bryant with the organization's first Samuel Adams Religious Freedom Award during a conference for pastors. Perkins — who attended a private ceremony where Bryant signed the 2014 bill — said
the award is named for the American founding father known as the
"last of the Puritans."
"Targeted by those who wish to advance a radical social agenda,
Gov. Bryant has stood firm and unequivocal in defending religious
liberty for the citizens of Mississippi," Perkins said, according to
a video of the event posted to the Family Research Council website. "Inflexible in matters of truth yet committed to the welfare of
his fellow man, Phil Bryant embodies the kind of leader Samuel
Adams envisioned to sustain virtue in public life and freedom in
public law."
Two legal challenges seek to block House Bill 1523 from becoming law July 1.
The American Civil Liberties Union filed a federal lawsuit May
9 on behalf of a gay couple from Meridian. State attorneys argued
last week that the new law should go into effect. The ACLU responded Tuesday that the law will treat gay couples unfairly.
Campaign for Southern Equality and two lesbian couples filed
papers May 10 seeking to challenge the new law by reopening
their 2014 federal lawsuit that helped overturn Mississippi's ban
on same-sex marriage. State attorneys argue that the lawsuit should
remain closed.
Bryant spokesman Clay Chandler said Tuesday that the state
paid for the governor's trip to Washington and that Bryant also
met with members of Congress. During his speech at the Family
Research Council event, Bryant asked whether critics believe people of faith will abandon "freedoms that our forefathers died for,"
including religious freedom.
"They don't know that Christians have been persecuted
throughout the ages," said Bryant, who is United Methodist."They
don't know that if it takes crucifixion, we will stand in line before
abandoning our faith and our belief in our Lord and savior, Jesus
Christ."

American
Red Cross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope
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Soup for the Soul opened 1 year ago today
on June 1, 2015. Our board would like to
extend a gracious Thank You to all the
volunteers and donors that have made
this past year so successful. We look
forward to continuing this journey of
feeding the hungry in our community and
sharing the love of God.
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Thank you for your past generosity and If you
would like to volunteer or make a donation call
(270)759-0800.
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Wickliffe Mounds to
offer Archaeology
Adventure Day Camp

engagement

Rabies clinics to be held
The Humane Society of Calloway County will
microchip pets at two of the local rabies clinics on Wednesday, June 1 and Thursday, June 2
from 7-8 p.m. at the Calloway County Health
Department. The cost is $10 per pet. The Calloway County Veterinary Association will provide
rabies vaccinations for $10. Other clinics will be
Wed., June 1 from 9-11 a.m. at Kirksey UnitMartha
ed Methodist Church; 2-4 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Finney Andrus Crawford Shell; Thursday, June 2 from 9-11
Community editor a.m. at Hazel Community Center and 2-4 p.m.
at Almo Fire Station; Friday, June 3 from 9-11
a.m. at New Concord Church of Christ and from 2-4 p.m. at Take
Me Back Cafe.

Special to the Ledger
Wickliffe Mounds State Historic Site is offering a one-day Arages
chaeology Adventure Day Camp in June and July for children
9-12.
The camp provides children with a hands-on learning experience
Acabout archaeology and Mississippian Native American culture.
necklace
beaded
and
pot
clay
site,
the
of
tours
tivities include guided
making,a simulated archaeological dig and replica artifact analysis,
Native American games and demonstrations of primitive technolo-

Health fair scheduled
Grace and Glory: The Time of Your Life Health Fair will be Thursday. June 2 from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. There will be a special performance by the Murray Middle
School Jazz Band at noon. Participating vendors will provide information on hospice; legal documentation; insurance; veterans benefits; AARP; elder abuse; employment; physical health; legal; end
of life; financial assistance; home health care; money management;
disabilities; food; housing recreation; adult education and rehabilitation. The event is free to the public and complimentary snacks will
be provided. This event is hosted by the Community Education Advisory Council and the Calloway County Public Library. For more
information, contact sherry.purdom@murray.kyschools.us.
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Fishing pros to present program
First Baptist Church will host a "Meet the Pros Night," featuring
FLW bass fishing tour pros Scott Martin, Mark Rose, Greg Bohannan. Glenn Chappelear and Bill McDonald on Saturday.June 4 from
4-6 p.m. at the Chestnut St. Park. There will be a truck and boat
display, free prizes and food. The public is invited to attend.

Lowe and Jordan

Rodney and Cindy Lowe of Murray, Kentucky, announce the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Heather Michelle Lowe,to Gregory Paul Jordan, son of Paul and Patty Jordan
of Atlanta, Georgia.
Soccer tryouts scheduled
Miss Lowe is the granddaughter of the late Joe and Dorothy ParkTryouts for the Murray-Calloway County Revolution soccer team
of Murray and the late Robert and Mildred Lowe of Murray. She
er
will be Thursday.June 2 at 5 p.m.; Tuesday,June 7 at 5 p.m.and Sata 2008 graduate of Calloway County High School and a 2012
is
urday,June 11 at 10 p.m. at Bee Creek. The team is open to boys and and 2015 graduate of the University of Louisville with bachelor of
girls born in 2009 and before. For more information,contact Lauren science degrees in psychology and nursing. She is a registered nurse
Bazzell at 270-293-3886 or Jared Rosa at 270-227-3393.
in the pediatric cardiac intensive care unit at Children's Healthcare
of Atlanta.
Alzheimer's Caregivers group will meet
Mr. Jordan is the grandson of Rena Walberger and the late WalThe Alzheimer's Caregivers Support Group will meet Thursday, ter Walberger of Liverpool, New York and Jeannette and Augustus
June 3 at 10 am. at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Jordan of Saratoga Springs, New York. He is a 2002 high school
Center. Kelleher Room. For information, contact Gerry Mellon at graduate of Wesleyan School in Atlanta and a 2006 graduate of Auburn University with a bachelor of science degree in finance. He is
270-436-2328.
employed by SunTrust Bank of Atlanta in treasury management.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 30, 2016 at Lindsley Avenue
LBL/TVA reunion planned
of Christ, Nashville, Tennessee.
Church
Saturday,
be
will
reunion
16th
The LBUTVA former employees
Invitations to be sent.
June 4 at 4 p.m. at Fenton Pavilion near the Kentucky Lake Bridge
on US 68/80. A potluck supper will be served. Bring food, lawn
chairs and old photos.Paper goods. plastic ware and drinks will be
furnished. This reunion is for anyone who worked for TVA/LBL.
For more information, contact Barbara Futrell at 270-522-6851 or
email bjfutre112@yahoo.com.

The camp sessions, held on Thursdays,are scheduled for June 23,
June 30,July 7 and July 14. The camp times are 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Dropoff begins at 8:45 a.m. and pickup is no later than 3:30 p.m.
Children need to bring a sack lunch and snacks to camp each day
and dress for outdoor weather. Parents are provided an informational
packet at time of registration.
The cost of each Archaeology Adventure Day Camp is $25 per
child, which includes materials, camp T-shirt, Junior Archaeologist
certificate and a family season pass to Wickliffe Mounds.
To register your child for one of the camp sessions, call Wickliffe Mounds State Historic Site at 270-335-3681 or email Carla.Hildebrand@ky.gov. Registration is limited to 10 children per session,
and early registration is encouraged. The registration deadline is the
Friday before each session.
Wickliffe Mounds State Historic Site is located at 94 Green
Street, Wickliffe, Ballard County, Kentucky, along the Mississippi
River's Great River Road National Scenic Byway. The park has a
museum, welcome center, gift shop, picnic areas, nature trail and
mounds trail. For more information, visit our website at www.parks.
ky.gov.

Local cadet graduates
from West Point
Special to the Ledger
Cadet Catherine Olivia Claywell,daughter of Mr.and Mrs.Gerald
Claywell of Murray, graduated from the U.S. Military Academy on
Saturday, May 21.
Claywell graduated from Murray High School in 2012. While at
West Point, she concentrated her studies in mechanical engineering.
She was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army within the Air Defense Artillery branch and will report to Fort Campbell
for her first assignment.
The mission of the U.S. Military Academy is to educate,train and
inspire the Corps of Cadets so that each graduate is a commissioned
leader of character committed to the values of duty. honor, country
and prepared for a career of professional excellence and service to
the Nation as an officer in the U.S. Army.

Summer Lunch Bus schedule

The Calloway County Summer Lunch Bus, sponsored by Soup
for the Soul, will provide free lunch in different locations throughout Calloway County Monday - Friday, May 31 - July 29. Lunch
will be served to all children 18 and under and a new book will be
made available to each child every week.The schedule is as follows:
• Monday - 11-11:45 a.m. Northside Baptist Church
12-12:45 p.m. Temple Hill United Methodist Church
•Tuesday - 11-11:45 a.m. Blood River Baptist Church
12-12:45 p.m. Cherry Corner Baptist Church
• Wednesday - 11-11:45 a.m. Poplar Spring Baptist Church
12-12:45 p.m. Russell Chapel Methodist Church
• Thursday - 11-11:45 a.m. Salem Baptist Church
12-12:45 p.m. Goshen United Methodist Church
a.m. Green Plains Church of Christ
11-11:45
• Friday
12-12:45 p.m. Hazel Baptist Church

MCC Park Board to meet

There will be a special called meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Park Board on Thursday, June 2 at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Electric System Board Room at 205 N.4th.

Confederate Memorial Day to be Friday

Friday,June 3 will be Kentucky's Confederate Memorial Day and
Jefferson Davis' birthday. There will be a service on the court square
by the Gen. Lee statue at 6 pm. Kentucky Supreme Court Justice
Bill Cunningham will be the speaker and Edward Smith will be on
bagpipes. Bring a lawn chair.

Sierra Club to meet Wednesday
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University music programs. Pictured above is the MWC Chorus performing at the clubhouse
during the event.

The Great Rivers Group of the Sierra Club will meet Wednesday
June 1 at 7 p.m. in room 1119 of the Biology Building at Murray
State University. Group events and outings for June-August will
be discussed. Glynn Beck of the Kentucky Geological Survey will
speak on groundwater quality in western Kentucky. All who are interested in environmental issues are invited to attend. For more information, contact George at 270-753-8910.

Scott reunion planned

The descendants of Willie and Ella Scott and Alvin and Tempie
Scott will hold a family reunion on Sunday,June 12 at 10:30 a.m. at
the Ellis Community Center on Ellis Drive„There will be a potluck
lunch served. For questions or more information contact Johnny
Scott at 270-293-2469.

Summer in the Park offered

-The Something For Everyone Store
as South 1211 • Mom,KY • 270.733-744i
10751A www.dkkelley.com

The Summer in the Park program will be offered through July 15
at the Bailey Pavilion in Central Park for all children through age 18.
Children under nine must be accompanied by an adult. Lunch will
be served from 11 a.m. until noon only. There will be educational
programs from noon until 1 p.m. For more information,contact Michelle Hansen at 270-762-7333; Ginny Harper at 270-293-1558 or
Morgan Carman at 270-759-9592.
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Cemetery donations needed

Donations for the upkeep of Mt. Zion Cemetery may be made to
Evelyn 'nicker, 2521 Potts Road,Kirksey, KY 42054.

ALS fundraising cookbook available

"Cook Up a Cure" is an ALS fundraising cookbook with over 400
recipes from family and friends of Team Brad. All proceeds go to
support the Kentucky ALS Association.The cost is $15 and may be
purchased by contacting DeAnn Barnett at DeAnneThorntonMarble.com or the books are available at the Medical Ms Pharmacy.

Prints are a huge summer trend. Prints
do not make you look bigger! A striped
A-line dress with different size stripes is
usually very slimming.
Global prints are a big trend for this
season. Pair a print pant with a solid top
for a neat,fun,look.
The drawstnng dress is also very
slimming, a denim dress in this style is
very trendy right now. Denim is being
shown on everything from dresses to
jumpsuits.
When Memorial Day comes around we
know to set out our white pants. shorts.
and skirts.'Mere is just something about
wearing white that just says cool, crisp.
and summer.
Each month has so many holidays,
some seem sort of off the wall, but ir
gives us some reason to be silly. or
celebrate something. Here are the ones
for June:
1st- Flip a coin day. 3rd- National
Doughnut Day. 6th- National Yo-YoDay. 8th- Best Friends Day. 10thIced Tea Day. 12th- Red Nose Day.
13- Sewing Machine Day. 14th- Flag
Day. 15th- Power of a Smile Day. 18thInternational Picnic Day and National
Splurge Day. 19th- Father's Day and
National Kissing Day. 20th- Ice Cream
Soda Day. 23rd- National Pink Day .
24th- Take Your Dog to Work Day. 26th.
Beautician's Day. 27th- Sunglasses Day
29th- Camera Day and Hug Day.
So pick your favorite and do something
fun.
We have one side going on the 25M5010 off selected merchandise. We
have more 18-how lasting lipstick from
LipSease that should be here this week.
you must try it- it works!
Congratulations to Olivia Marshall
who won the giveaway this week. Like
and share us on FB to be eligible or come
on into the store!
Stay tamed to next week's fan and
fashion report .
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Photo provided
Pictured left to right are Keith Travis, vice president of Development at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Dr. Gene Cook, Carol Perlow,director of Education, Dr. Thomas Green and
Steve Owens, chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation Board of
Trustees.

Anonymous donor gives $7,500
to MCCH Educational Center
Special to The Ledger
The Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare recently received a $7,500 anonymous donation to update the technology and facilities at the
Educational Center of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital'. This donation Wenuowards new chairs
and a 70" television used in training and webinars
for educational purposes.
The Educational Services department at
MCCH provides on-going clinical education for
nurses including orientation, certification courses
including Advanced Cardiac Life Support,Pediatric Advanced Life Support, CPR, neonatal resuscitation, fetal monitoring and additional mandatory and new equipment training. The department
also coordinates on-line journals, learning management for all employees,and continuing education programs.

"The use of technology has become very important in training our entire staff, we are very
thankful for the donation to upgrade our equipment," said Carol Perlow,Director ofEducational
Services.
- -The donation was made possible by an anonymous donor who chose to honor Dr. Thomas Green and Dr. Gene Cook, OB/GYN's at the
Murray Woman's Clinic for their care and commitment to the community.
Dr. Cook has been practicing since 1976 and
Dr. Green has been practicing since 1978. They
estimate delivering nearly 20,000 babies between
the two of them.
For more information on how you can make
a donation or about other Endowment projects,
contact Keith Travis, VP of Development at 270762-1908.•
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Shown are
members of
the Marketing
and Public
Relations
Department at
Henry County Medical
Center as
they display
the awards
they recently
received.

Henry County Medical Center
wins awards for healthcare ads
Special to The Ledger
Henry County Medical Center's Marketing and Public Relations Department has been
awarded a Gold, a Bronze, and
four Merit awards in the 33rd
Annual Healthcare Advertising
Awards presented by Healthcare Marketing Report. This
year over 3,700 entries were
received, making the awards the
largest healthcare advertising
awards competition and one of
the ten largest of all advertising
awards.
The Healthcare Advertising
Awards is the oldest, largest and
most widely respected healthcare advertising awards competition. The awards are sponsored by Healthcare Marketing
Report, the leading publication
covering all aspects of healthcare marketing, advertising and
strategic business development.
A national panel of judges
were engaged in reviewing all
entries based on creativity, quality, message effectiveness, consumer appeal, graphic design
and overall impact. The judges
recognized seventeen entrants
with the Best of Show designation,for their overall excellence

and breakthrough advertising.
Transit/Billboard — Move!
Gold awards were given to
• Merit Award — Health Pro360 entries,silver awards to 314 motion Program — Tis the Seaentries and bronze awards to son for Peace, Love, & Hope —
Pink Out
274 entries.
All winners are posted on the
• Merit Award — McKee!ProHealthcare Advertising Awards duction — Social Media Content
website (http://healthcare-ad- - #TuneinTuesday Social Media
vertising-awards.com/), as well Program
as published in Healthcare
"I am very proud of the work
marketing Report, a national we do at Henry County Medical
healthcare marketing magazine. Center," said Tory Daughrity,
Below are the awards HCMC Director of Marketing and Pubreceived for its marketing and lic Relations. "We have some
fabulous partners that help us
public relations programs:
• Gold Award — Spirit Health produce some of our programs
Group Health Promotion Pro- including Spirit of Women/Spirgram — Spirit Monthly Health it Health Group, NewClients,
and McKeel Production. And,
Promotions.
• Bronze Award — Physician we have an awesome team that
Referral Program — Vestibular develops amazing materials
Rehabilitation Therapy
and ideas in-house as well. It
• Merit Award — NewCients is always nice to be recognized
Promotional Marketing Direct by an outside organization for
Mail — 10 Things to Do with your efforts, affirming that you
are providing the marketing reKids this Summer
• Merit Award — Outdoor sources that help deliver."

Photo provided
Pictured are, from left, Keith Travis, vice president of Development for Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Patrick Newcomb, PGA pro, and Jerry Penner, hospital CEO.

Endowment tournament tees off
Sept. 2 at Oaks Country Club
Special to The Ledger
ray, is a 4-person scramble with
The sixth annual Murray Cal- morning and afternoon sessions
loway Endowment for Health- available. Lunch, green fees,
care Golf Classic, Murray's golf shirt and cart rental are all
largest non-profit golf outing included in the registration cost.
with cash prizes, will be held A mulligan/skirt/throw package
Friday,September 2 at a new lo- is also available for purchase.
cation-Oaks County Club.
The lunch is catered and doThe tournament brought in nated by Sirloin Stockade of
nearly 140 golfers last year, Murray. PGA Professional and
raising close to $25,000. Event former Murray State golfer,
organizer Keith Travis, Vice Patrick Newcomb, will conduct
President of Development at a golf clinic on the first tee at
Murray-Calloway County Hos- 12:15 p.m.
pital, said this year's goal is
Golfers for the morning ses$30,000. One hundred percent sion will check in at 6:30 a.m.
of the proceeds go toward the and tee off at 7:30 a.m. with a
Murray Calloway Endowment shotgun start. Lunch will be
for Healthcare's 3D mammog- served at 11:30 a.m., as well as
raphy project.
check-in for the afternoon sesThe golf tournament, spon- sion. The afternoon session will
sored again by David Taylor begin at 1 p.m. with a shotgun
Chrysler Dodge Jeep in Mur- start. Awards will be handed out

at 5:30 p.m.
A four-person team is $400
and registration forms are available online at www.MCCHEndowment.org or by calling(270)
762-1908. Pre-registration is
required. Hole sponsorships
for $1,250 or $1,500 (which
includes team registration and
mulligan/skirt/throw package)
are also available.
The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare supports MCCH and the comthrough
numerous
munity
opportunities
philanthropic
such as construction of the Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice
House, purchase of new, stateof-the-art medical equipment
and more. For more information, visit www.MCCHEndowment.org.

SAVE $1000

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drulY3
•Achieving preventative
health care andhealthy
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos
A worker with detaches lines from the steeple of First United Methodist Church after it was removed with a large
crane
Tuesday morning along Maple Street in downtown Murray.

IN First United Methodist STEEPLE...
From front

A worker is shown standing on the platform of a hydraulic
lift that was used Tuesday in the removal of the steeple and
accompanying cross from the top of First United Methodist
Church in downtown Murray.

knowledge, the only real
work that had been performed
on the steeple since its was
placed was for cosmetic purposes, such as painting. He
said there is a large framed
photograph from perhaps the
1960s that shows several men
of the church painting the

Alleged vandal of Henderson Memorial Day display apologizes
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — Crosses honoring
deceased Henderson County veterans have been
damaged by a man who drove through the display.
Henderson police tell WFIE-TV that 27-yearold Anthony Burrus vandalized 160 crosses over
the weekend at Henderson's Central Park. Burrus
hasn't given a clear admission of guilt, but says
he planned to turn himself in after video evidence
placed him at the scene. He says all he remembers

United
Way

from the night of the incident is getting into a fight.
Burrus says he's sorry and that the incident was
a mistake. A cross honoring Burrus's father was
among the 5,000 in the display.
To help compensate for the damage, Burns
helped set up chairs at the Memorial Day service
on Monday and has offered to clean up all crosses
from the park.
Burrus will be arraigned at a later date.•

Please .uppLict tue
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

white steeple while they wore
harnesses and appear to be
hanging from the side of the
structure.
"It takes a lot of work to
keep this presentable," Dye
said. "You also take pride in
this because a steeple is something that people can see and
it tells them that we're pro-

viding a place of worship and
ministry."
Dye said that the next step
in the process will be to remove the two-layer base that
supports the steeple. That
base is situated atop another
base made of bricks, meaning
the two-layer base will also be
rebuilt."

The work was approved
by the City of Murray Architectural Review Board a few
months ago. Dye said the
steeple will come from a firm
in Campbellsville that supplies such objects to numerous churches throughout the
country.•

KY highway crews again attempt
mowing after lengthy rain delays
Special to The Ledger
After being delayed for
several weeks by rain, the effort to kickoff mowing season
along Kentucky highways is
resuming this week. Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet District
Fhighway crews tied.nettlea
tors are starting to Mow'
on state right of way this we
as weather conditions allow.
Crews will be removing litter
on some highways as well.
KYTC officials ask Kentuckians to do their part by
keeping the state right of way
clear of temporary signs and
other obstacles that can obstruct the path of mowers and
may pose a hazard for mowing crews and motorists alike.

Kentucky law prohibits place- and should be treated with the
ment of unauthorized signs on same caution as any other work
state right of way and requires zone. Drivers are urged to slow
that they be removed by high- down and watch for slow-movway personnel.The prohibition ing tractors and support vehialso applies to signs attached cles that may be required to
to utility poles and on the road- cross travel lanes from time
way side of boundary fences.
to time as they go about their
KYTC contractors will work. Motorists should also be
again attempt to begin the first mindful of personnel in close
cycle of mowing this week proximity to traffic flow in aralong major routes in Lyon eas with ongoing mowing or
County and McCracken Coun- litter removal activities.
ty.
KYTC District 1 is reState highway crews will sponsible for 2800 miles of
also be mowing along rural highway in Trigg, Lyon, Critsecondary roadways and some tenden, Livingston, Marshall,
U.S. highways in all counties Calloway, Graves, McCrackas weather allows.
en, Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman
Mowing zones will be and Fulton counties.
marked by appropriate signage

Kentucky Board of Elections certifies results
of primary,issues certificates of nomination
3

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
The Murray Ledger &Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts,
developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray
and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and be
self-motivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising
degree would be helpful. Pay is salary, plus commission, and will be
based on education and sales experience.

MURRAY
LEDGER

Send resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com

'I
T
IMES

The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(May 31,
2016) — Secretary of State Alison Lundergan Grimes, Kentucky's chief elections official,
announced Tuesday the State
Board of Elections certified
vote totals from the May 17
primary election and issued certificates of nomination to candidates who received the highest
number of votes in the primary.
Detailed results from the election are available at GoVoteKY.
COM.
Nearly 670,000 Kentuckians, approximately 20.7 percent
of registered voters, cast ballots
in the primary. Fewer than 2,000
votes separated Hillary Clinton
and Bernie Sanders in the Democratic primary for President. A

statewide recanvass conducted
last week at the request of Sanders did not change the results.
"I am proud of the hard
work of the elections staff
across Kentucky, especially
our county boards of elections
and our precinct elections officials," said Grimes. "There are
thousands of people who make
our elections run smoothly, and
I am very grateful for their efforts. I look forward to continuing to work together to prepare
for the general election on Nov.
8th."
The statewide ballot in November will include the offices
of President and Vice President, and one U.S. Senate seat.
Local ballots will include U.S.

Representative and state Representative, and state Senate in
odd-numbered districts. Voters
in the 5th Supreme Court district will choose between two
candidates for a seat on the
state's high court.
The Democratic and Republican parties must file certificates of nomination for their
candidates for the offices of
President and Vice President no
later than Sept.9.
Independent, political organization and political group
candidates must file their petitions no later than August 9 at
4 p.m. ET. Most were required
to file a statement of candidacy
with the Secretary of State's office no later than April 1.•

'Rambo'gets 20 years in prison for plotting to kill DEA agent
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By LARRY NEUMEISTER
Associated Press

soldier — already were each sen- drug group and then bragged to othtenced to 20 years in prison.
ers that "it's easy to kill."
She called his crimes "grave and
When he spoke in court TuesNEW YORK(AP) — A onetime serious" and said post-traumatic day, Hunter cried and blamed his
decorated U.S.Army sniper instruc- stress syndrome could not earn him crimes on forgetting "to place
God
tor known as Rambo was sentenced leniency.
at the forefront of my thoughts and
Tuesday to 20 years in prison for
"His was a choice that betrayed actions."
conspiring in a plot to kill a Drug society and the honor and trust that
He said he was ashamed and
Enforcement Administration agent. this country invested in his military embarrassed but "forever grateful"
Joseph Hunter, 51, was sen- meter," Swain said.
for those who remained supportive,
tenced in Manhattan by U.S. DisStill, she showed leniency, sen- including a sister, who dabbed her
trict Judge Laura Taylor Swain, tencing him below the minimum of eyes with tissues as she watched the
who said he made the "dishonor- 25 years sought by prosecutors but proceeding.
able choice" to join a conspiracy above the 10 years requested by the
"I have shamed them, a good
to kill the agent and a cooperating defense.
family,good friend," he said.
witness in Liberia in 2013 and to
Hunter was honorably disLawyers in the case said his
recruit others for assassination as- charged from the U.S. Army in July Army service included training solsignments.
2004 as a sergeant first class after diers in marksmanship and tactics,
Hunter was to be paid $100,000 20 years.
five years of classified missions and
while two snipers he recruited were
But prosecutors said in court pa- five years as a drill instructor at flost
to be paid $700,1300, prosecutors pers that since 2009,he had partic- Knox,Kentucky. Afterward, he did
. said. The others — a former U.S. ipated in numerous murders,shoot- private security for firms during
Army soldier and an ex-German ings and tOttlite for an international two tours of Iraq. III
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MLB: ST. LOUIS 10, MILWAUKEE 3

Carpenter has 4 more hits to lead
Cardinals during rout of Brewers
The Associated Press

AP Photo
St. Louis' Matt Carpenter follows through on a his fourth hit of
the game and second triple against Milwaukee's Jahn Marinez
during the eighth inning Tuesday in Milwaukee.

MILWAUKEE — Matt Carpenter tied his season high with
four hits for the second straight
game, scored four times and
drove in two runs to lead the St.
Louis Cardinals over the Milwaukee Brewers 10-3 on Tuesday night.
Jedd Gyorko hit a three-run
homer,and Mike Leake (4-4) allowed five hits, walked one and
struck out four over six innings
for his fourth win in the last five
starts. His only mistakes were

Jonathan Lucroy's home run
leading off the second and Ryan
Braun's RBI double in the sixth.
Carpenter and Matt Holliday
— 2 for 4 with two RBIs — continued their torrid hitting against
the Brewers, this time against
Wily Peralta (3-6).
In the Cardinals' 6-0 win on
Monday,Carpenter had four hits
and three runs and Holliday added his second consecutive threehit game, including his second
home run of the nine-game road
trip.
Tuesday night, Carpenter

doubled, singled and tripled get through the first, but then
twice. Holliday singled twice, held the Cardinals in check until
driving in Carpenter both times. the fifth. He allowed three runs
Carpenter also scored when Hol- on nine hits over five innings.
liday hit into a double play in the He walked two and struck out
seventh. Carpenter scored again two while dropping to 0-7 over
when Aledmys Diaz grounded his past eight starts against the
out to third during a five-run Cardinals. He lost 7-0 in his
eighth.
first start this season against the
Seung Hwan Oh pitched a Cardinals on April 14 at Busch
scoreless seventh,Kevin Siegrist Stadium.
surrendered Lucroy's sacrifice
Brewers Moves
fly in the bottom of the eighth
The Brewers claimed RHP
and Jonathan Broxton finished
with a perfect ninth.
Peralta needed 29 pitches to
•• See CARDINALS, Page 10A
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KHSAA BASEBALLREGION 1 TOURNAMENT

GOLF

Mustangstrample Tigers121
Nelson, Foster, Palmer, Kelly, Elder play final tilt for MHS
By BRYCE RUDO
Sports Reporter
PADUCAH — To be the best,
Murray High has long realized
that it has to beat the best. Facing No. 2-ranked McCracken
County, the Tigers got exactly
what they asked for.
Hosting the Region 1 Tournament, the Mustangs took care
of their home-field advantage
by presenting a challenge that
MHS could not answer during
a five-inning 12-1 semifinal loss
Tuesday night.
McCracken County ace Keegan Breese gave up five hits,
while the Mustangs had a resounding 13-hit performance
with Breese being the centerpiece of it all.
Breese put on a spectacle
across the board. He allowed
only one earned run, struck out
seven and helped his own cause
with three RBIs as McCracken
County used a six-run third inning to knock Murray High out
of the Region 1 Tournament.
Five seniors played their final game for the Tigers. Chase
Nelson, Tanner Foster, Sam
Palmer, Cam Kelly and BJ. Elder all rode off into the sunset
after posting a 20-win season,an
All-A Region 1 Tournament title
and years of memories as parting
gifts.
First-year head coach Austin
Swain proved in 30 games that
the future of the MHS program
is good hands and will not be
defined by 90 minutes of sub-par play against the second-best
team in the state.
If the Tigers were going to
have a fighter's chance, Nelson
needed to be spotless on the
mound. With full rest, he struck
out three on 93 pitches through
four innings. Exhausted against
perhaps the most consistent lineup in the Purchase Area, Nelson
made his final curtain call in the
fifth inning. The Mustangs had
simply adapted to his velocity.
"We really had to have all
things clicking today to be able
to compete," Swain said. "Obviously, Chase didn't have his
best stuff and McCracken County came out ready to play and

Special to the Ledger
Lance Davis fired a 71-71-142 to win the 56th annual Dr.
John C. Quertermous Golf Tournament May 21-22 at the Murray Country Club.
Runner-up Travis Ross was
one stroke back at 143. Josh
Burks and Hunter York tied for
third place at 144.
Kyle McClure shot 77-71 —
148 to capture the first flight.
Mike Holton finished second at
149.Ti. Hargrove and Tim Dossett tied for third with scores of
150
In the second flight, Michael
Reed and Mickey Brockwell
tied for the top spot at 153. Using a countback, Reed won the
title. Will Snodgrass had a 157
to finish third and Ronnie Young
took fourth place with a 160.
In the third flight, Brian Epperson shot a 163 to take first
place. Second place went to
Walter Payne with a 168. Randy Lee finished third at 170 and
Ron Shearer was fourth at 172.
A total of 58 golfers participated in the annual two-day golf
event named for the late doctor
who was an avid golfer and one
of the founders of the Murray
Country Club, according to club
pro and tournament director,
Matt Judge.
For more information, contact the club pro shop at 270753-9430. III

NHL

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Cam Kelly steps on second base to get a force out of McCracken County's Rook Ellington during the smeifinal
round of the KHSAA Region 1 Tournament on Tuesday at McCracken County High School.
that's the story of the day. Of- straight games, outscoring opfensively, we competed at the ponents by an astounding 173plate as well as we could have, 39 margin.
Reid Pope finished with a
but you've got to give them
credit because they're a good game-high four RBIs and added
team. We fought hard all year. three hits for McCracken CounThat was the No. 2 team in the ty. Foster had two of the Tigers'
state and we're a small Class A five hits, including Murray
school. We did what we could High's only RBI,which came in
the third inning to cut it to 6-1,
with what we had."
The Mustangs have won 21 but, by then, it was far too late.

In fact, the Tigers' best inning of offense failed to produce a run. In the bottom of
the first, Foster and Elder both
hit singles but were both left
stranded. The Tigers wouldn't
get a better scoring chance all
night.
After two straight scoreless
innings starring Breese and
Nelson, Daniel Myatt reached

on a bunt single past an unprepared Murray High defense.
A quiet play at the time, but it
turned out to be the play that
started it all.
"We knew coming in that we
had to make very few mistakes
and good teams like that will
capitalize. That was the start of
•• See TIGERS, Page 10A

NBA FINALS

Healthy again, MVP Curry chasing second title
State's
Golden
ultimate goal of a
OAKLAND, Calif. — Fresh char- repeat title has been
coal gray NBA Finals cap on backward in the works since
and wearing a wide grin, Stephen Curry Day 1, even if the
summed up his wild, up-and-down post- Warriors' chances of
season so far and reminded everybody digging out of a big
hole against Oklahohe's not close to done.
The MVP's got his groove back, all ma City looked dire
right — looking healthy again at last just last week. His
after dealing with a troublesome ankle, body beat up, Curry
right knee sprain that sidelined him and had no choice but to
even a puffy elbow from an awkward watch fellow Splash
Brother Klay Thompson and others carry
dive into the stands.
"Now we're four wins away from our the Warriors for much of this postseason
goal, and that's a pretty special accom- run while he worked his way back.
It's his time again.
plishment," Curry said Monday night afJust as he did after the Warriors won
ter his Golden State Warriors wrapped up
the Western Conference finals by beating Game 5 to stave off elimination, Curry
the Oklahoma City Thunder in Game 7. chanted through Oracle Arena,"We ain't
Curry is taking the 73-win Warriors going home!" as Golden State became
back to the NBA Finals with a shot at a just the 10th team to rally from a 3-1
second straight championship, his plan deficit to win a postseason series with
Monday night's 96-88 Game 7 lctory.
from the get go.
The Associated Press

Lance Davis
captures 56th
Quertermous
Tournament

Curry and his teammates earned a day
off Tuesday before preparations begin in
earnest Wednesday for a Finals rematch
against LeBron James and the Cleveland
Cavaliers, who lost last season's title to
Golden State in six games. Game 1 is
Thursday night at Oracle Arena.
For Curry, there's just one more step
to take to cap a remarkable, record-setting season.
The 28-year-old global superstar was
the first unanimous MVP award in league
history, while also becoming the first
player not only to make 300 3-pointers in
a season but also 400 — he finished with
402 — before a series of injuries slowed
him when it mattered most.
There was the injured ankle in the
first-round Houston series, then he returned only to slip on a wet spot in Game
4 against the Rockets and sprained his
right knee. He made a dive into the Oracle Arena stands against the Thunder and
gave himself a puffy elbow,and for a few

games Curry hardly looked comfortable
with his typically breezy ballhandling
and shoot-from-anywhere rhythm.
Until he did again.
His teammates have come to expect
nothing less, even when Curry's body
is hurting and speculation swirls about
whether he is playing somewhere around
70 percent. He has learned to block out
the chatter along the way, knowing that
just comes with being the best.
"That's really one thing that I admire
about him. He's a person that's never
going to change for anybody. He hasn't
changed to try to prove anything," said
2015 Finals MVP Andre Iguodala. "He
just stayed true to himself."
Curry scored 36 points in the deciding
game while making seven 3-pointers and
dishing out eight assists. He wound up
with 323s against the Thunder,the most
ever in a seven-game postseason series.
"I feel joy, for sure," he said. "This
is an unbelievable accomplishment." II

Hitchcock
signs 1-year
contract to
coach Blues
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Ken Hitchcock has another one-year deal
to coach the St. Louis Blues.The
64-year-old says this one will be
his last.
Hitchcock said he plans to
retire from coaching after this
season because he's not willing
to put in the necessary offseason
preparation.
"This is it, so I'm done,"
Hitchcock said Tuesday, then
joked,"I might move over to the
media, we'll see."
Hitchcock will be entering
his sixth season with the Blues
and 20th season as a head coach,
including a Stanley Cup championship with Dallas in 1999 and
a Cup finals appearance with the
Stars in 2000. During that time,
he has guided the franchise to
four of its top five regular-season point totals. The Blues are
coming off their first appearance
in the Western Conference finals since 2001, ending a string
of three consecutive first-round
playoff exits.
"Ken did a fabulous job in
my opinion,- said general manager Doug Armstrong, seated at
a table next to Hitchcock. "We
had a lot of adversity that we haven't had in the past. We got a
lot of miles out of a lot of players
that we weren't expecting." III
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Gaines
PREP BASEBALL
O p.m.
KISSAA Region 1 Tournament championship:
Mayfield at McCracken County
PREP swami
6 p.m.
KHSAA Region 1 Tournament championship:
McCracken County at Marshall County

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
COLLEGE GOLF
5 p.m.
GOLF-ISCAA D1%4310(11, Men's Championship,
finals, team match play, at Eugene, Ore.
MLA
12 p.m.
MLB-Chicago White Sox at N.Y. Mats or Minnesota at Oakland (2:30 p.m.)
12:30 p.m.
FSMW -St Louis at Milwaukee
7 p.m.
ESPN -LA. Dodgers at Chicago Cubs
Mitt
7 p.m.
NBCSN - Stanley Cup, final, Game 2, San
Jose at Pittsburgh
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Men, nabonal teams, International
friendly, Belgium vs. Finland, at Brussels
Thursday's Games
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
11 am.
ESPN - NDAA World Series, Game 1, Georgia
vs. Florida State, at Oklahoma City
1:30 p.m.
ESPN - NCAA World Series. Caine 2, UCLA vs.
Auburn, at Oklahoma City
6 p.m,
ESPN2 - NCAA World Series, Game 3, Alabama vs. Oklahoma, at Oklahoma City
930 p.m.
ESPN2- NCAA World Series, Game 4, LSU vs.
Michigan, at Oklahoma City
EXTREME SPORTS
7:30 p.m.
ESPN - X Games, Moto X Step Up 8 FlatTrack Racing finals, at Austin, Texas
GOLF
4 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Nordea Masters,
first round, at Stockholm
8 a.m.
GOLF- European PGA Tour, Nordea Masters,
first round, at Stockholm
2:30 p.m.
GOLF-PGA Tour, The Memorial Tournament,
first round, at Dublin, Ohio
MU
11 a.m.
MLB -San Francisco at Atlanta Of Arizona at
Houston (1 p.m.)
2 p.m.
MLB -LA Dodgers at Chicago Cubs ((oined
in progress)
6 p.m.
MLB - Boston at BPItimore OR Kansas City
at Cleveland
NBA
8 p.m.
ABC- NBA Finals, Game 1. Cleveland at Golden State
SOCCER
2 p.m.
FS1 - Men, national teams, International
friendly, England vs. Portuga), at Wembley, England
8:30 p.m.
FS1 - Women, national teams, International
friendly, United States vs. Japan, at Commerce
City, Colo.
TENNES
10 a.m.
NBC - French Open, women's semifinals, at
Paris

PRO BASEBALL
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Boston
32
20
.615 Baltimore
28
22
.560
3
T0f0fTtO
28
26
.519
5
New York
24
27
.471 714
Tampa Bay
22
28
.440
9
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Kansas City
29
22
.569 Chicago
28
25
.528
2
Cleveland
26
24
.520 214
Detroit
24
26
.480 4/
1
2
Minnesota
15
35
.300 13/
1
2
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Texas
31
21
.596 Seattle
30
21
.588
14
Houston
24
29
.453 7/
1
2
LDS Angeles
714
23
28
.451
Oakland
23
29 .442
8
Tuesday% Results
Houston 8, Arizona 5
Seattle 16, San Diego 4
Texas 7, Cleveland 3
Boston 6, Baltimore 2
Toronto 4, N.Y. Yankees 1
Chicago White Sox 6. N.Y. Mets 4
Kansas City 10. Tampa Bay 5
Detroit at LA Angels, late
Minnesota at Oakland, late
Today% Games
Chicago White Sox (Gonzalez 0-1) at N.Y Mats
(deGrom 3-1), 12:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Dean 1-1) at Oakland (Manaea
1-3), 2:35 p.m.
Texas (Ramis 5-1) at Cleveland (Bauer
5:10 p.m.
Boston (Kelly 2-0) at Baltimore (Wright 2-3),
6:05 p.m.
Detroit(Fulmer 4-1) at LA. Angels(Shoemaker
3-5), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Tanaka 3-0) at Toronto (Sanchez
4-1), 6:07 p.m.
Arizona (Ray 2-41 at Houston (Fiers 3-3), 7:10
p.m.
Tampa Bay (Archer 3-6) at Kansas City (Duffy
0-0), 7:15 p.m.
Seattle (Hernandez 4-4) at San Diego (Friedrich 1-1)9-10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Arizona at Houston, 1:10 p.m.
Boston at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Cleveland,6:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at Detroit, 6:40 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Minnesota, 7:10 p.m.
Seattle at San Diego, 8:10 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pet GB
Washington
32
21
.604 Hew York
29
22
.569
2
Miami
27
25
.519 4/
1
2
Philadelphia
26
26
.500 5/
1
2
Atlanta
15
36
.294
16
Central Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Chicago
.700 35
15
Pittsburgh
29
22 .569 6/
1
2
St Louis
28
25
.528 814
Milwaukee
29
.442
13
23
Clncinnat
17
35
.327
19
West Division
W
I
Pet GB
San Francisco
33
21
.811 25
1
2
Los Angeles
28
.528 4/
24
27
.471 714
Colorado
Arizona
23
31
.426
10
San Diego
20
33
.377 1214
Tuesday's Results
Houston 8, Arizona 5
Seattle 16, San Diego 4
Washington 5, Philadelphia 1
Chicago White Sox 8, N.Y. Mete 4
Miami 3, Pitteburgh 1
San Francisco 4, Atlanta 0
L.A. Dodgers 5, Chicago Cubs 0
St Louis 10, Milwaukee 3
Colorado 17, Cincinnati 4
Toders Gaines
Chicago *bite Sox (Gonzalez 0-1) at N.Y. Meta
(deGrorn 3-1), 12-10 p.m.
St. Louis (Garbs 4-4) at Milwaukee (Davies
2-3), 12:10 p.m.
Washington (Schemer 5-4) at Philadelphia
(Morgan 1-3), 6:06 dm
Pittsburgh (Mess 5-2) at Miami (Conley 3-3),
8:10 dm.
San Francisco (Suarez 1-1) at Atlanta (Perez
2-1), 1110 p.m.
kaibr
LA.rcolTizie
rninger 1-1) at Chicago Cubs
Magna

2-4) at Mouser Mien 3-3), 710

Cincinnati (Lamb 0-3) at Colorado (Chatwood
6-3), 7:40 p.m.
Seattle (Hernandez 4-4) at San Diego (Friedrich 1-1), 9:10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
San Francisco at Atlanta, 11:10 a.m.
Arizona at Houston, 110 p.m.
Lk Dodgers at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m
Milwaukee at Philadelphia, 605 p.m
Pittsburgh at Miami, 6.10 p.m.
Cincinnati at Colorado, 740 p.m.
Seattle at San Diego, 8.10 p.m.

MLB LEADERS
Through Tuesday
Late games not included
AMERICAM LEAGUE
PATTING Bogaerts, Boston, .350; Martinez,
Detroit, .345, Nunez, Minnesota, .338; Ortiz,
Boston, .335, Bradley Jr. Boston, .331; HOSMK
Kansas City,.330; Muse, Houston,.327; Reddick.
Oakland,.322; Castellanos, Detroit, .320; Machado, Baltimore,.317.
RUNS-Betts, Boston, 49, Bogaerts, Boston,
42; Kinsler, Detroit, 42; Altuve, Houston, 41;
Donaldson, Toronto, 40; Machado, Baltimore, 38;
Desmond, Texas, 38; Pedroia, Boston, 38; Trout,
Anaheim, 36; Cana, Seattle, 36.
REO-Ortiz, Boston, 47; Cane, Seattle, 45; Betts, Boston, 40; Encamacion, Toronto, 40; Bautista. Toronto, 37; Trout, Anaheim, 37; Bradley Jr.,
Boston, 37, Trumbo, Baltimore, 37; Frazier, Chicago, 37; Pujols, Anaheim, 36; Napoli, Cleveland,
36
HITS-Bogaerts, Boston, 76; Muse, Houston,
69; Betts, Boston, 65; Hosmer, Kansas City, 65;
Machado, Baltimore, 64; Pedroia, Boston, 64;
Kinsler, Detroit, 62; Spnnger, Houston, 61; Desmond, Texas, 60; Lindor, Cleveland, 60; Carlo,
Seattle, 60; Martinez, Detroit, 60.
DOUBLES--Ortz, Boston, 23; Machado, Baltimore, 21; Muse, Houston, 18; Bogaerts, Boston,
18; Shaw, Boston, 17; Pillar, Toronto, 16; Longona,Tampa Bay, 15; Desmond, Texas, 14; Pedroia,
Boston, 14; Lawrie, Chicago, 14.
TRIPLES-Miller, Tampa Bay, 4; Betts, Boston,
4; Ellsbury, New York, 4; Bradley Jr., Boston, 4;
Eaton, Chicago, 4; Burns, Oakland, 3; Andrus,
Texas, 3; Swihart, Boston, 3; Aoki, Seattle, 3;
Shaw, Boston, 2; Castro, Houston, 2; Jackson,
Chicago, 2; Marts, Seattle, 2; Cabrera, Chicago,
2; Moya, Detroit 2; Escobar, Kansas City, 2; Seager, Seattle, 2; Goss, Detroit 2; Martinez, Detroit
2; Naquin, Cleveland, 2; Torreyes, New York, 2;
Perez, Kansas City, 2; Calhoun, Anaheim, 2; Chisenhall, Cleveland, 2.
HOME RUNS-Frazier, Chicago, 16; Cano, Seattle, 15; Trumbo, Baltimore, 15; Davis, Oakland,
14; Ortiz, Boston, 14; Machado, Baltimore, 13;
Donaldson, Toronto, 13; Springer, Houston, 12:
Betts, Boston, 12; Beltran, New York, 12.
STOLEN BASES-Aituve, Houston, 15; Burns,
Oakland, 12; Ellsbury, New York, 11; Davis,
Cleveland, 11; Desmond, Texas, 10; Undor,
Cleveland, 10 Santana, Minnesota, 10 Escobar,
Kansas City, 10; Dyson, Kansas City, 9; Nunez,
Minnesota, 9.
PITCHING-Sale, Chicago, 9-1; Hill, Oakland,
8-3; Tomlin, Cleveland, 7-1; Tillman, Baltimore,
7-1; Price, Boston, 7-1; Zimmermann, Detroit,
7-2; Porcello, Boston, 7-2; Ramirez, Tampa Bay,
6-3; Latos, Chicago, 6-1; Happ, Toronto,6-2 Eovoid', New York, 6-2.
ERA-Quintana, Chicago, 2.12; Hill, Oakland,
225; Sale, Chicago, 2.29; Salazar, Cleveland,
2.39; Estrada, Toronto, 2.43; Wright Boston, 2.45;
Zitnmermann, Detroit 2.52; Sabathia, New York,
2.85; Hernandez, Seattle, 2.86; Tanaka, New
York, 2.89.
STRIKEOUTS-Price, Boston, 79; Veriander,
Detroit, 77; Sale, Chicago, 76; Hill, Oakland, 74;
Kluber, Cleveland, 73; Archer, Tampa Bay, 72;
Satazar, Cleveland, 72; Srnyty, Tampa Bay, 70;
Hornets, Texas,67; Quintana, Chicago, 67.
SAVES-Davis, Kansas City, 15; Rodriguez,
Debit*, 14; Brttton, Baltimore, 14; Robertson,
Chicago, 13; Gregerson, Houston, 13; Madson,
Oakland, 12;'Ombra( Boston, 12; Osuna,Toronto,
12 Cishek, Seattle, 12; Colonic, Tampa Bay, 12.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Murphy, Washington, .397; Braun,
Milwaukee, .348; Zobrist, Chicago, .345; Ozuna,
Miami,.333; Diaz, St Louis, .330; Harrison, Pittsburgh, .329; Ramos, Washington, .327; Merle,
Pittsburgh, .325; Piscotty, St Louis, .323; Herrera, Philadelphia, .319; Prado, Miami,.319.
RUNS-Polanco,Pittsburgh, 38; Bryant Chicago, 37; Zobrist, Chicago, 37; Arenado, Colorado,
37; Carpenter, St. Louis, 36; Diaz, St Louis, 36;
Gonzalez, Colorado, 35; McCutchen, Pittsburgh,
34; Ozund Miami, 34; Fowler, Chicago, 34; Piswhy,St. LOWS, 34.
RIN-Arenado, Colorado, 43; Bryant, Chicago,
37; Rizzo, Chicago, 37; Cespedes, New York, 37;
Polanco, Pittsburgh, 36; Pence, San Francisco,
36; Story, Colorado, 36; Carpenter, St Louis, 35;
Zobrist, Chicago, 35; Murphy, Washington, 34;
Harper, Washington, 34.
HITS-Murphy,Washington, 77; Segura, Arizona, 67; Ozuna, Miami, 65; Marta, Pittsburgh. 63;
Piscotty, St Louis, 63; Gonzalez, Colorado, 62;
Zobrist Chicago, 60; Prado, Miami, 60; Herrera,
Philadelphia, 59; Seager, Los Angeles, 58; Diaz,
St Louis, 58; Polanco, Pittsburgh, 58.
DOUBLES--Polanco, Pittsburgh, 18; Parra,
Colorado, 17; Jay, San Diego, 16; Marta, Pittsburgh, 16; Diaz, St Louis, 15; Murphy, Washington, 15; Fowler, Chicago, 15; Carpenter, St Louis,
15; Vidal', Milwaukee, 15; Markakis. Atlanta, 14;
Lamb, Arizona, 14; Piscotty. St Louis, 14; Cozart,
Cincinnati, 14.
TRIPLES-Segura,Arizona,4; Oztina, Miami,4;
Story, Colorado, 4; Carpenter, St Louis, 4; Owings, Arizona, 4; Bruce, Cincinnati, 4; Blanco, San
Francisco, 4; Hernandez, Philadelphia, 3; Panik.
San Francisco, 3; Hemnann, Arizona, 3; Fowler,
Chicago, 3; Granderson, New York, 3; Span, San
Francisco, 3;Peratta, Arizona, 3; Dietrich, Miami,
3; Belt, San Francisco, 3; Smith, Atlanta, 3.
HOME RUNS-Arenado, Colorado, 16; Cespastes, New York, 15; Story, Colorado, 14; Kemp,
San Diego, 13; Walker, New York, 13; Duvall, Cincinnati, 13; Carter, Milwaukee, 13; Harper, Washington, 13; Stanton, Miami, 12; Rizzo, Chicago,
11; Bryant, Chicago, 11.
STOLEN BASES-Villar, Milwaukee, 19; Matte,
Pittsburgh, 17; Upton Jr., San Diego, 10; Hamilton, Cincinnati, 10; Harrison, Pittsburgh, 8; Heyward, Chicago, 7; Perez, Milwaukee, 7; Owings,
Arizona, 7; Harper, Washington, 7; Polanco, Pittsburgh, 7; Duffy, San Francisco, 7.
PITCHING-Arrieta, Chicago, 9-0; Strasburg,
Washington,9-0; Cueto, San Francisco, 8-1; Fernandez. Miami, 8-2; Samanizija, San Francisco,
7-3; Kershaw, Los Angeles, 7-1; Mat, New York,
7-1; Chatwood, Colorado, 6-3; Hammel, Chicago,
6-1; Greinke, Arizona, 6-3.
EPA-Kershaw, Los Angeles, 1.56; Arleta,
Chicago, 1.56; Syndergaard, New York, 1.84;
Hammel, Chicago, 2.09; Bumgamer, San Francisco, 2.12: Cueto, San Francisco, 2.31; Ross,
Washington, 2.37; Pomeraru, San Diego, 2.48;
Lester. Chicago, 2.48; Fernandez. Miami, 2.53.
STRIKEOUTS Kershaw, Los Angeles, 105;
Fernandez, Miami, 96; Strasburg, Washington.
90; Schauer, Washington, 90; Bumgarner, San
Francisco, 83; Synden;aand. New York, 81; Nola,
Philadeiphia,76; Arrieta, Chicago, 75: Gusto, San
Francisco, 72; Porneranr, San Dia93,69.
SAVES--Farnilia. New York, 17; GOMOI, Philadelphia, 17; Melancon. PIttsbungh, 16; Rarnos,
Miami, 16; Jansen, Los Angeles, 15: McGee, Colorado. 14; Papaw, Washington, 14; Jeffress,
Milwaukee, 12; CasIlla San Francisco, 12: Rodney. San Diego, 10.

PRO HOCKEY
STANILFf CUP PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE FRAU
(Seat-o1-7; x-11 necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Pittsburgh 4,Tampa Bay 3
May 13: Temps Bay 3, Ptttisburgh 1
May 16: Pittsburgh 3, Tampa Bay 2.01
May uk Pittsburgh 4,Tamps Birr 2
May 20: Tamps Bay 4. Ptttsburgh 3
May 22 Tamps Bay 4, Pittsburgh 3, OT
May 24: Plibburgh 5,Tamps Bay 2
May 26: Metlibifa
iFEMIce
mi,NTgr
Sam Jose 4,itt. Laub 2
May 15: St Louis 2, San Joss 1
May 17: San Jose 4, St, LOulli 0
May 19 San Jose 3, St Louie 0
May 21: St. Louis 6, San Jose 3
May 23: Sari Joss 6,St Louis 3
May 25: San Jose 5, St. Ufuls 2
S'WELEY CUP FINALS
(Best--7;s-if neceesary)
Pittsburgh 1, San Joss 9
May 3rt Palsburgh 3, San Jose 2
Today San Jose at Pittsburgh, 7 pm.
Saturday Pittsburgh at San Jam,7 p..m.
Monday Pittsburgh at San Jon,7 p.m.
T-June Si San Jose it Pittsburgh,7 p.m.

x-June 12 Pittsburgh at San Jose, 7 Pm
x-June 15 San Jose at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.

NCAA FOOTBALL

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Beet-of-7; All necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Ciemesiod 4,Tombs 2
May 17: Cleveland 115, Toronto 84
May 19: Cleveland 106, Toronto 89
May 21: Toronto 99, Cleveland 84
May 23: Toronto 105, Cleveland 99
May 25: TCleveland 116, Toronto 78
May 27: Cleveland 113, Toronto 87
WESTERN CONFIRM(
Golden Stale 4, Oklahoma City 3
May 16: Oklahoma City 106, Golden Stab 102
May 18: Golden State 118, Oklahoma City 91
May 22: Oklahoma City 13.3, Golden State 105
May 24: Oklahoma City 118, Golden State 94
May 26: Golden State 120, Oklahoma City 111
May 28: Golden State 106, Oklahoma Clly 101
May 30- Golden State 96, Oklahoma City 88
NBA FINALS
(Best-of-7; x-it necessary)
Cleveland is. Golden Stat.
Thursday- Cleveland at Golden State,8 p.m.
Sunday Cleveland at Golden State, 7 p.m.
Wednesday Golden State at Cleveland,8 p.m.
June 12
-Golden State at Cleveland,8 p.m.
a-June 13: Cleveland at Golden State, 8 p.m
x-June 16. Golden State at Cleveland,8 p.m.
x-June 19- Cleveland at Golden State, 7 p.m
VASA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct
Atlanta
5
1
.833
Indiana
2
3 .400
New York
2
3 .400
Chicago
2
4
.333
Washington
2
4
.333
Connecticut
WESTERN CONFERENCE
111
L
Pet
Minnesota
6
0 1.000
Los Angeles
5 0 1.000
Dallas
3
3 .500
Seattle
2
3 .400
Phoenix
2
4 .333
San Antonio
1
3 .250
Tuesday's Results
Minnesota 79, New York 69
Phoenix 99, Connecticut 90
Today's Games
Seattle at Indiana,.6 p.m.
Chicago at Washington,6 p.m.
Thursday's Game
San Antonio at LAS Angeles, 9:30 p.m

..1... I I

-10111
.

NBA PLAYOFFS LEADERS
Through Monday
SCORING
PG FT
Durant, OKC
18 175 130
George, IND
7 56 61
11 68 50
Curry, GOL
Harden, HOD
5 41 38
Thompson, GOL
17 154 60
Lillard, POP
11 89 71
18 159 116
Westbrook,()KC
James, CLE
14 137 51
Irving, CLE
14 129 46
Thomas, BOS
5 47 38
Paul, LAC
4 37 15
Walker, CHA
7 56 33
Leonard, SAN
10 83 42
Aldridge, SAN
10 88 41
Wade, MIA
14 119 50
DeRozan, TOR
20 157 100
McCollum, POR
11 U 37
Nowitzki, DAL
5 41 16
Lowry, TOR
20 131 78
Bradley, BOS
1
7 3
PG PERCENTAGE
FG
Johnson, BOS
22
Jordan, LAC
24
Adams, OKC
68
Hill, 9413
32
68
Kanter, OKC
James, CLE
137
Howard, HOD
26.
Stephenson, MEM
23
lOaks, OKC
85
Aldndge, SAN
88
REBOUNDING
G PG FT
Jordan, LAC
6 30 68
Howard, HOU
5 26 44
11 37 93
Plumiee, POP
Whiteside, MIA
10 26 63
Vidanciunas, TOR
12 48 81
Green, GOL
17 33 133
Lore, CLE
14 26 106
Adams, OKC
18 62 109
Harris, DET
4
6 32
Millsap,AT1.
10 28 66
ASSISTS
Westbrook, OKC
Jackson, DET
Harden, HOU
Paul, LAC
James,CU
Liflard, POR
Teague, ATL
Curry, GOL
Lowry, TOfi
Green, GOL

PTS
511
191
294
133
445
291
468
344
340
145
95
159
225
219
300
418
225
102
382
18

AVG
28.4
27.3
26.7
26.6
26.2
26.5
26.0
24.6
24.3
242
23.8
22.7
225
21.9
21.4
20.9
20.5
20.4
19.1
18.0

FGA
33
38
111
57
118
251
48
44
163
169

PCT
.667
.632
.613
.561
.551
.546
.542
.523
.521
.521

PTS AVG
58 16.3
70 14.0
130 11.8
109 10.9
129 10.8
166 9.8
134 9.6
171 9.5
38 9.5
94 9.4

AST AVG
18 198 11.0
4 37 9.3
5 38 7.6
4 29 7.3
14 98 7.0
10 62 6.3
10 60 6.2
11 67 6.1
20 119 6.0
17 100 5.9

PRO SOCCER
MU
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W 0 L GF GA Ms
Philadelphia
5 3 5 20 18 14
New York
6 7 1 19 24 20
Montreal
5 4 4 19 22 20
New York City FC
4 4 5 17 18 24
D.C. United
4 5 4 16 14 14
Toronto FC
4 5 4 16 14 15
New England
3 4 7 16 19 25
Orlando City
3 3 6 15 21 19
Columbus
3 4 5 14 16 18
Chicago
2 5 5 11 10 14
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W D L GF GA Pts
Colorado
8 2 4 28 17 10
FC Dallas
8 4 3 27 23 21
Vancouver
6 6 3 21 23 25
Real San Lake
6 4 2 20 20 19
Los Angeles
5 2 5 20 V 16
San Jose
5 3 5 20 16 15
Sporting Kansas City
5 8 2 17 14 18
Portland
4 6 4 16 22 25
Seattle
4 7 1 13 11 15
Houston
3 7 3 12 19 21
Friday's Result
D.C. United 1, Sporting Kansas City 0
Saturday's Results
Houston 1, Vancouver 1, tie
New York 3, Toronto FC 0
Columbus 4, Real Salt Lake 3
New England 2, Seattle 1
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2
Portland 1, Chicago 1, tie
Philadelphia 1, Colorado 1, tie
FC Dallas 0, San Jose 0, tie
Sunday's Results
Orlando City 2, New York City FC 2, tie
Today's Games
Columbus at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Seattle at D.C. United,7 p.m.
San Jose at Portland, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Real Salt Lake at New York City FC,6 p.m.
Houston at FC Dallas, 8 p.m.
Sporting Kansas City at Los Angeles, 930 p.m.

Lundquist to call final
season of SEC action
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Verne
Lundquist will call one more
season of Southeastern Conference football for CBS before
Brad Nessler takes over the
sport's highest-rated TV package.
"He's going out on top,"
CBS Sports Chairman Sean
McManus told The Associated
Press on Tuesday,"and everybody should be so lucky."
Lundquist will still announce college basketball and
golf after 2016, including the
NCAA Tournament and the
Masters.
"Now,it's time to step back
and take in the aroma of those
tulips, those roses, and those
daffodils that friends have been
AP File Photo
telling me about for years," the
Verne
Lundquist
at the Hil75-year-old Lundquist said in a
ton Anatole in Dallas in
release from CBS.
McManus recalled Lund- 2011. Lundquist will step
quist's disappointment 17 years down from calling Southago when he told the announcer eastern Conference football
he was shifting off the NFL and for CBS after the coming
onto the SEC for the 2000 sea- season. Brad Nessler will reson. It wound up being the per- place him, CBS announced
fect move for both Lundquist Tuesday.
and CBS.
As the conference went on signment I've been given in my
its run of national champion- more than five decades in this
ships, Lundquist was the voice business."
Nessler rejoins CBS after
of many of college football's
biggest games and moments 24 years at ESPN. He had most
season after season. He now recently been calling the Satcalls it "the most significant as- urday night college football

never questioned the health of
their lead.
From Page 9A
Breese sent in his third run
to score James Michael Dodd,
it and it just kind of snowballed Ellington plated a run with the
from there," Swain said."Kee- bases loaded and Derek Schneigan is a tough out at the plate der walked home on four conand there's a reason why he'i secutive balls from Nelson for
playing NCAA Division I base- a 9-1 advantafe heading to the
ball at Murray State. He hit it fifth.
all over the field."
Will Shelton'relieved NelAfter Myatt's bunt, Breese son after taking his final bow
doubled down the right-field with one out in the fifth, but it
line fora 1-0 lead before Pope's didn't matter who the Tigers
huger tWo-run triple put Mc- threw at that point. McCracken
Cracken County up 3-0.A team County was just too good.
known to score in bunches,the
Pope's hammering of a twoMustangs proved it in the third, run single iced a 12-1 final as
as an error, a delayed steal, and the Mustangs (33-5) and head
a Rook Ellington RBI single coach Geno Miller advanced to
helped catalyze a 6-0 lead that their third consecutive Region 1
never came close to wavering.
Tournament championship apFoster's RBI plated a speedy pearance since the McCracken
Ethan Back to trim the Tigers' County's 2014 consolidation.
deficit to 6-1, but they would The Mustangs host Mayfield
get no closer.
at 6 p.m. today for a chance to
McCracken County scored win their third straight regional
six more runs (three in the tournament title.
fourth and three more in the
With the 2016 season
fifth)to secure a 10-run rule win wrapped up for Murray High,
over the Tigers, while Breese the Tigers reflect dh the play(0.44 ERA) and the Mustangs ers they are losing and look

•Tigers...

•Cardinals...
From Page 9A

•

Neil Ramirez (0-0, 4.70 ERA)
off waivers from the Chicago
Cubs and designated INF Colin
Walsh for assignment. Manager Craig Counsell said Ramirez
would join the club on Wednesday. Walsh, a Rule 5 player,
appeared in 38 games, batting
.085 in 63 plate appearances.

Trainer's Room
Cardinals: OF Stephen Piscotty was back in the starting
lineup after missing Monday's
game with a stomach ailment.

games on ESPN.
Before joining Gary Danielson in the booth in 2017,
Nessler will announce some
SEC games this fall in weeks
when CBS airs two of the conference's matchups.
He and Danielson had
worked together previously for
ESPN,and McManus said their
established chemistry was one
reason Nessler was CBS's No.
1 choice once Lundquist decided to step down.
Hiring Nessler was"the perfect solution," McManus said,
and he expects a seamless transition.
"He's got a big-time voice,
and when you hear Brad's
voice, he's one of those announcers that it seems like a big
event," McManus said.
Nessler and Lundquist have
known each other for more than
three decades.
"I am truly honored to carry on where he leaves off and
work to maintain the standard of excellence he has set,"
Nessler said.
Lundquist said he had always admired Nessler's "work
ethic and his on-air presence."
"He shares the same passion
for college football that I do,"
Lundquist added.
But first, McManus said,
Lundquist "wanted one more
year to go out in style."•

forward to the players they are
returning.
"I've got five guys that contributed all year long," Swain
said. "They put up a 20-win
season and an All A Region I
Tournament
shampionship.
That's going to be hard to follow up. Each of them had their
own leadership qualities with
different personalities but were
all fun loving guys."
The Tigers retain Gray and
Shelton on the mound for a
promising future. More shoes
will be filled during the offseason, but the personalities each
individual bestowed in 2016
can't be replicated.
"Jared and Will are coming
back so obviously they will be
our 1-2 punch on the mound.
Good pitching always keeps
you in the region. So,it's good
to have a mound presence coming back, but we'll have to regroup no doubt," Swain said.
"That was the message I sent
to them this year: 'Go out and
have fun, have confidence and
go out and play the game.'They
responded to that well."•

110.00 C
(All 3
$3.35
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(Mot
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Thai
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Brewers: LF Ryan Braun
Up Next
was back in the starting lineCardinals:
RHP Jaime Garup after missing consecutive
cia
makes
his
second start of
games with a sore neck. The
team's leading hitter also has the season against the Brewers.
been bothered by soreness in He pitched a complete-game,
his lower back and right wrist one-hit shutout in a 6-1 win at
this season. He is hitting .351 Busch Stadium on April 30.
with nine home runs and 30 He is 10-4 with a 2.67 ERA in
RBIs and hadn't played since 18 career games, including 17
Saturday in Cincinnati, when starts,against Milwaukee.
Brewers: RHP Zach Davies
he pinch-hit and hit into a dou(2-3,5.44)
ERA)makes his ninth
ble play. ... RHP Matt Garza
(Class A Wisconsin), RHP Co- start of the season and first carey ICnebel (Class A Brevard reer against the Cardinals. OpCounty)and OF Domingo San- ponents are batting .294 with
tana (Double-A Biloxi) began seven home runs against him
rehab assignments Tuesday since being recalled from Triple-A Colorado Springs.
night.

cla

offic

•

MM. MO

PRO FOOTBALL
AR
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
W IT
Pet
Arizona
6 3 0 .667
Cleveland
5 4 0 .556
Los Angeles
4 4 0 .500
Portland
0 8 0 .000
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
W IT
PcI
Philadelphia
7 2 0 .778
Orlando
7 2 0 .778
Jacksonville
4 4 0 .500
Tampa Bay
1 7 0 .125
Friday's Result
Jacksonville 59, Orlando 56
Saturday's Results
Cleveland 63. Philadelphia 49
Los Angeles 54, Portland 42
Sunday's Result
Tampa Bay 63, Arizona 58
Friday's Games
Arizona at Cleveland,6 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Portland, 9130 p.m
Saturday's Gam
Philadelphia at Jacksonville,6 p.m
Sunday's Game
Orlando at Los Angeles, 5 p.m

PP
572
462
366
283

PA
411
488
355
514

PP
526
540
419
291

PA
407
447
401
425

Horn,
3
6
1 yr. -,

Rest 4
(P%44-yei
3
6 mo.-

I Check
Name_

St. Adchl

SPORTS HISTORY
JUNE 1
1925 - Lou Gehrig bets for Pee Wee banning,' in the eighth inning end replaces Welly
PIN It first base to start his streak of 2,130
consacutive 94ITIOS
1975- Nolan Ryan of the C,adfornia Angels
pitches his fourth no-hitter to Be Sandy Koufax's
record, beating the Baltimore Oriole' 1-0.
1992- Pittsburgh wins the Stably Cup tor
the second straight year, Meting Chicago 6-5 for
four-gerne sweep.
1996 - The LSU women win their 10th consecutve 'CAA track team RIM with 81 ports,
the longest victory string in women's coop
sports
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Notice
PUBLIC SALE
Satuday June 4th
at 8:00 A.M.
Neon Beach
812 Witnell Ave
Selling Units: E7, and
CB16.

Nikki Pe

Notice
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Get an ad this
size (2x2)for
one week for
only $99.00
in June!
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1311SPLAY AI3S.

$10.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Alt 3 MS Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
LINE AI)S

$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.

$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go Into Smart Saver)

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.
Papa Smurf
Storage
1st 4/oprth Fiee,
• New Climate Control
Available
•247 Surveilance
Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 (.4
270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Qualified applicants may send
resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 C
Murray, KY 42071

Motorcycle helmets
.ackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY
270
Mobile Homes For Salo

140
Want to Buy

1992 16x70 Clayton
Home. 2br 2ba. Viny
side and roof. After fac
tory
windows and
doors. $11,500.
Contact Ginger 270559-9855
Mobile Home for Sale
14x64. 1 acre lot.
14x14
Storage
Building. 270-623-6314
270-978-6492

Notice

Monday
Smart Saver
today
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri.KU.

gtaylor2000@gmail.com

Mon.9a.m.
Mon.12p.m.
The. lp.n1
Wed.12 p.m.
Ihr.12p.m.

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
classified@murrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Calloway.)
$39.00
3 mo.
$65.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$65 00
$119.00 6 mo.
1 yr
1 yr. .....

All Other Mall
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN
rpuryear & Buchman)
6 mo.------$90.00
1 yr....--......$135.00

Check

6 mo.....-.-...$110.00
$160.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

MK

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip_

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times

TO

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
wax

Hwy 641. High traffic S300,mo
270-761-4558

140
Want to Buy
HIRING Professional
Painters. 6 years o
more experience. 270226-3624.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
FULL 'TIME NURSE
PRACTMONER
OR PHYSICIANS
ASSISTANT
POSMON
Full time board
certified Family Nurse
Practitioner or
Physicians Assistant
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
Qualified applicants
may send resume to:
PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058

SS Want to Buy SS
Classic Rock Albums.
Hendrix. Zeppelin.
Pink Floyd. Grateful
Dead, Janis Joplin.
etc

Nice 28R mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
• 270-753
4109.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2BR Duplexes
Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

Terrapin Station
920 S 12th St
Bel-Air Center
150
Articles
FOf Sale
5X10 Black Tilt Meta
Utility Trailer 361-815
3308 Murray
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

2BR, 1BA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259
3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. No
pets.270-293-5423
GALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

270-759-0890

Good Used Dryer.
$125 270-978-0668
160
Horns Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!
180
Lawn & Gorden

flstztuon is
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im J
.6
°PrVIWPPIK
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.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
Houses For Rent
38R, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

Walter's
107. Senior Citizen
Discount

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266

MON-FRI

Nurray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
.MBC Storage - 1900N. 12th

8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

Light, Elatnco) and 24/7 Surveillame

.Garland Rental Bost & KW-Stamp - Hwy.94E

HWY 80 Storage &
Northwood Storage

Climate Control

UNITS NOW
AVAILABLE
Starting at
$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage.net
270-978-1109
270-978-1107

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 1 21South
Murray, KY 42071

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

270.753.5562

720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Located at Key Auto Parts

11111

barr.
I JI

r

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

Coll 270-753-9999

Visit us online at
www SBGproperty corn
Or

www murraykyrentais corn

a
Cor P
rmsrical
i Prop. For Rent

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in '

Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872
Spacious
5br, 4ba Home in
Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club.
Newly remodled
basement, New furnace and water heater.
Call 270-752-0477
480

USED TIRES
14.15.16 inch
Starling at 520
Mounted

Call 753-5606

BEA
pa,n ts A

Slz

thsoff,r

1 4/7 Surveillance •

2005 Chevy
Express High Rise
Van.
Fully Equipped
Disability Van.
36k Actual Miles.
270-293-7782

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853
Commerical Prop. For Rent

Public Sale

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY

Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St.
Murray. KY

, p•

4.000
8.000
or 12.000
Sq. Ft. Available

270•293•7144

Real Estate
Niurravledger&Tirnesfsu
Housing Act Notice
Al real estate advertised herein
...:ubject to the Federal Fair

is

212 N. 15th
For Rent: 2200sq. ft.
2 Restrooms
Handicap Accessible
Remodel to suit.
$1700/Month
270-293-3737

For Sale
Approximately 1 acre
corner lot with doublewide
$25,000.
Cherry
Corner/Pottertown
Road. Motivated seller
will consider all offers.
270-339-8823.
460
Homes For Salo

Auto Parts

410

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!

440
Lots For Sale

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

UNIT SIZE

I ST 0 RA

270-753-1918
1

For oil your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:

HOURS

Stetowicla Ossetic, Program
I We can HELP you'

Storage Rentals

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Gals Nlokl TODAY at
Murray Ladgar & 71mas about our

(270)293-7220

I

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

GECMURRAY.COM

Storage Rentals

Are You looking to Advertise
in over 85
Kentucky Newspapers?

Lawn Service

Ltt

4.••••amn Nutrev
1,
4. Si tinu
ICY •211,71

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

270-753-8556
1505 Outgun/ Or.
TDO 1-800-545-1833 ex1283

or you may drop off a
resume to:
1511 Donelson
Parkway
Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

Cummorrtal & Rostilenttal

IBR from $345
2BR from $375

BLACK
Frigidaire
Electric Stove. Good
clean
condition. $200 OBO.
270-759-4336.

Matthew linee,
Fec Pre-Arrengernent
Srecia4et & Funerai Directc-

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Sports EquOmont

St. Matthew by the
Lake Lutheran
Church Benton 270527-1856

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

They Need it the Most
St provide Peace of Mind for You

• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems
• Building Accra* Controli
• Video Surveillance
James C Gallimore, Owner

NEEDED:

H&H Guns

Thank you for your business!

PRE-PLANNING

Energetic, Dependable person
with retail experience for a Full Time
Position. Must be outgoing and enjoy
working with customers of all ages.

Cash paid for good,
used guns

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

Help your Loved Ones When

Ladies Boutique

Church Organist

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

in Murray looking for an

BILLBOARD FOR RENT

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

SEL'URITI
Liceneed and Insured
Local Security Profossionals

submitted matter

LEDGER &TIMES

19900

FOR A
PRICE

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

5 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Wilkerson Farms, Inc. - Murray, KY. Perform
all duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production,
including spraying, irhgating, harvesting, stonng,
& packaging; and other alternative work.
Employment Dates, 08101/2016 - 12/15/2016.
$10.85/hr. Piece rates may be offered. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided
at no cost. Free housing provided to
non-commuting workers. Transportation &
subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract
is met. Random drug testing may be done after
hire at employer's expense. Contact the State
Workforce Agency at 502-564-7456 and
reference job order 606562801.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any

MURRAY

ting at

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

060
Help Wanted

020

VISA

Z42

&Tuns

CLASSIFIEDS
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380
Pots & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmerecom
(270)436-2858.

Housing Act, which makes it
illegal in advertise any preference, limitation or discrimnalion based on ram color, Minors sex. handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intuition to make any such preferences. limitations or di-laminanon
Slate laws forbid d nminatur
in the tale. rental or advertising
if real estate bawd on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law

390
Uvostodt Supplies
GOLDEN
Doodle
Puppies Big Pretty
Puppies 6 Females 2
Vaccinated,
Males.
dewormed,
microchipped.
Now
taking deposits. $1200
270-349-1444

We will knowingly accept arts
achorming tor redcoat. whith
s not is violation ot tlw law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelliresadiertited are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertisirg requirements contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam 7131648-10(10.

11110111=
0111111•MIMII

1/12
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1910.
Let us help you
spread the
word Classifieds
work!
Call
733-1916
to place
your ad
TODAY

Aloft
our
Ask about
D1SDlaY ad

soeclals
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916
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GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

270-293-3248
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

753-9562
NW* hIlkieCtrIC lorn

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562
270-226-4504

TRAVIS

ASPHALT
Paving-Sealcoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS
270-293-4256
BUSH HOGGING
"BIG or small
Ted Hogs them All"
Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79

•Handyman Services
•Yard Work
•Pressure Washing
.Gutter Cleaning

MI!Cl
BROS.
PAVING
•Asptiatt Installation
*Seal Coating
& Striping
• Locen,ed-Insured
40 yeat,. r •

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

Pressure Washing

Troyer's

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Plus
call for FREE Estimate
Today !
Kevin 270•978•8719

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

R /T
Lawn Service

weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

moore's
Concrete

Hill Appliance
Repair

*Driveways
*Patios
*Stamping
•Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins
Jeff IWOOPO
931-289-9233

Serking
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

ol..andseapiAcrnr-or. aind existiou)

Ail Yee Septtc Nag&

12.70) 7-01.0-)111

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

CKossizockis
41111-bInsams*

Gary 270-227-0420

& DEBHIS REMOVAL
.
•

(270)489-2839

SEPTic
FVAIPINS
EXCAVATION
TROCVNG
HflL

Imo Ettirnstes
Yea grew it,
116) will we it!

270-293-5949
Lic. & Ins.

Real Tree
Building
Decks • Garages
•Pole Barns
*Additions •Porches
•Buildings
•New & Old

aLna issai

a timer
tart fretel,
WWII Ascii,
Sore 6tilikti
(2701 293-8686

siLneaser:pe nicanta mince
eAA04, arid trim youdc
.C(.o,, isp caul oiAlcksirt psoltett
Fres Ea-U./eats*
2'70-2efl-94063

Jej C,gisiruction
Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing, roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and Finnish, painting, floonng, cab and
Insured.
counters.
Phone 270-226-5581,
call or text 608-3060053.

w
r"
McCUISTON
ROOFING

.........,..,

270-293-1924

77/A4P EON.
r•01/44ww
44/4*4
•First Time ;
;
FREE
I
I For all your lawn;
care needs I

.(g7o)436
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
11/s our house/
We Like Making Homes Look Their Best!
Lawn and exterior property care including
ass, trees, shrubs, mulch & light handyma
work.
20+ years experience. Insured. Free Estimates.
scounts for both referrals and recurring service.
Call Br an 270-970-379

d

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

All 51709fiss Hand/wee
GaIllmore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Water Damaged Roars
Braces & Floor Joists
Rernodeing & Psitirsj

Iselustr1al/Cemsidellfiedisses1

441 Charley
Miller Rd
Almo, KY

Wi Do Insurance Work
;sa & Masten:2rd Accepted

lames C.Ballmwe
W IN W.OFCMUKRAY.COM

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

731-247-5422

(270)759-0890

270-293-2643

CLEAN CUT

11‘r44i.inia1
Exterlor Stain Removal Specialist

270-227-5406
Jamie McClure
Root Cleaning 'Gutters •Sfding 'Patios • Decks

Say 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY
to someone special!
•
•
•

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
*Home Improvemnis
*Bath •Kachen
& Additions

• Rentals
•Legal.%
• Help Wanted • Used. Cars
• Lost Pet
•Storage
• Yard.Sales
• Auctions

•Drswall *Painting
The *Flooring •Decks
'

270-436-5959

1

Riley Remodeling
*Metal Roofing
•5" Seamless Gutters

7 years old • 2-4-Ic

27U-748-8732

Concept a Sudoicee

ACTUAL AD SIZE!
YOUR

•Residennal
*Commercial
*Free Estimates
*Lie. & Ins.

E OLOR
TO MAKE A
STATEMENT
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1
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75
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Call Terry at
270-349-0381i

ci
DO CAAlosattobvWevibtx.
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8
3

9

LAWNCARE NEEDS

4..0141 Cent•Risvotwtet

3

7

•Catetefechte
bvs.

CowrAcr &err
270-978-7/59

6

1

79 3 4 2

11
12

Call

13

Ca"
:771) at
753-1916.

14
15
16
17
19
22
24
26
27
28
30

Layers
Lummox
Repeated verbatim
Dissolute fellow
Zombies
High times
Copenhagen
native
Piano piece
Femur's upper end
Took to impound
Untethered
Server system
Song for two
Massachusetts
university
Exodus figure

31

Exploit

32
34
35
38

Task
Galleon, e.g.
Stir-fry pan

41
42
43

TV serial
Rock's Hendrix
Revenue
Foot or furlong

44
45

Pulled in

1

Grayish color
Hoof sound
Stay-at-home sort
Pinder poem
Football team
Mountain passage

Obtains

DOWN
2
3
4
5
6
7

3 2 914
1 83j7
7 6 1 5
2 56 9
5 4 78
7 9 4 1 23
5 7 6 38!2

7 1.5
96 4
8 3 2
4 7 3
29 1
6 5'8
1 4 9
3 27

8!6
25
9 4
1 8
6 3

4 1 8 9,56
5 8 6'3,2 9 7 411

Walalq 14,0 511,

Took the bus

8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
29
30
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41

DUSTlis

Finished off

CHASM
SWAM
HARPO
T A P IIIN
OXPLORAT ION
S U12 5 UM
EMI_
JEST
PCIE LUM
STEER
ONUS
T REM L
INLET
PESO
ABACI S K ANIS
RIM
LIP ICE E
EXPLANATION
Dl LOS DONUT
METS
T R EMS
Yesterday's answer

Caffeine source
Say further
Failure
Printed matter
Restaurant offer
"Got it"
Darlings
Ballet attire
Burden
Stench
Plot
Custodian's tool
Took on
Location
Leave out
Young foxes
Confession topic

GARFIE
HERE
5-1'

Or
0

Early hour
Do something
Moonshine
holder

r,
,.„,,,c._
A

CROSSWORDS

Canyon sound

5

Answer to previous puzzle

Ditficu Ey Level ***

ACROSS

GET NOTICED
TODAY!

Today I.
153rd day
days left i
Today's
On June
took his of the U.S
Jewish Am
tion's high.
On this
In 1792
15th state
In 1796
16th state.
In 1813

BABY I

By Dave Green

2

MOW PROZ
WE HANDLE

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers ito
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.

SUDOKU

Free Estimates
Serving Calaway County
for 26 years
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*Free Estimates
*Member of "A" Rating
on Angie's List

*Replacement Windows

John Doe

MURRAY

If you have lost or found
a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
Call
753-1918
6, we'll be
glad to help -

David 270-227-1106

LAWN SERVICE
en
/tar
Geis* or
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C2016 Conceptis Puzzles, Das'. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

1(270)978-1204
All carpentry construction Home & Mobile
home repair Roofing,
mobile home roof-over
Larry Nimmo
(270)753-0353
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"fen years ago
Pictured are Amencan Legion
Post 73 Commander Don Adcock;
Jim Harris, vice commander; Adjutant Jim Thompson and Seargent-at-Arms Larry Williams at the
organization's former Maple Street
headquarters. The 100-year old
building and property have been
sold to Murray's United Methodist
Church and Legion members are
looking forward to relocating to a
new facility.
Fred Ashby, principal of Calloway County's East Elementary
School for the past 2 1/2 years, has
been named the new director of pupil personnel for Calloway County
Schools and will begin his duties
July 1.
Pictured are Murray State University faculty members who were
honored with years of service
awards and recognition for retiring
faculty. With Don Sparks, recent
chairman of the MSU Board of Regents are retiring faculty members
Don Sparks, Jane Hall,John Gnffin,
Jim Booth, Geneva Cooper, Jean
Lorrah, Roger Schoenfeldt, Ernie
Bailey and Milton Gnmes.Team
Blaze, a local 10-under travel team,
recently celebrated Mother's Day
by bringing home the championship
from the Spring Fling Tournament
in Draffenville. Pictured are players Aaron Collie, Adam Lampkins,
Dakota Feagin, Parker Adams,
Clay Smotherrnan, Jacob Underhill,
Thomas Canning, Alex Miller, Michael Arnett, Austin Anderson and
Wade Carter.
Twenty years ago
In a recent letter to the editor,
members of the May session of the
Calloway County Grand Jury said
they were "taken aback" by the
amount of alleged drug activity in
this community.
The 12th annual Jackson Purchase Art and Craft Show is set for
Saturday. June 8 and Sunday,June 9
at Murray State University.
The end of school does not mean
the "end of school" as students and
teachers know. Pictured are Murray
High graduates Ken Bazzell, Sarah
Snyder and Danielle Glover working on the Tiger yearbook.
Three 1996 graduates of local

Woman with little experience
wants freedom to live it up

high schools were the recipients
of The Murray Association of Life
Underwriters scholarships. Rhonda
F. Keel was the Life Underwriter
Scholarship winner from Calloway County High School. Misty A.
Camp was the winner from Eastwood Academy and Justin Rouse
was the recipient from Murray High
School.
Thirty years ago
Verona Grogan, site director at
the Ellis Center, is shown modeling
some of the merchandise as Orpha
Keel demonstrated a crochet stitch
during the Senior Citizens Fair at
the Calloway County Public Library.
Pictured are the 1986-87 Murray
High School Student Council officers which include Marla Ford,president; Amy Long, vice president;
Shannon Wells, secretary and treasurer, Melissa Gray.
Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of Amenca attended
the state FHA meeting in Louisville.
Pictured are Missie Tabers, Melissa Prescott, Dana McCuiston, Lisa
Nanney and Mary Lowry.
Calloway County pole vaulter
Mark Henderson finished second in
the state at the Class AA track meet
in Lexington.
Forty years ago
Todd Harrison, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Carrot Harrison and a senior at
Murray High School, has received
an appointment to the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy at New London,
Connecticut.
Fay Wells, Melva Holt, Joyce
Key, Linda Myhill, Carol Sims and
Annie Nance are new officers of
Murray Chapter of National Secretaries Association.
Fifty years ago
Groundbreaking for the new administration building at Murray
State University is scheduled for
June 1 and completion is scheduled
for July 1967.
Sixty years ago
Righthander Tom Wells of Murray High School pitched a one-hitter
as Murray beat Lexington Lafayette
6-0 in the opening game of Kentucky High School Baseball Tournament in Louisville.

DEAR ABBY: I'm 48 and the
father of a 3-year-old son I love
very much. His mother,"Chelsea,"
is 45. They live with me, although
Chelsea and I are not romantically
involved. Our son was an "oops"
baby, but we chose to live together
so we could have him in our daily
lives.
Since moving in. Chelsea has
decided she's not responsible for
any part of the household duties,
nor does she have to sustain herself as we had previously agreed. I
work full-time, pay all the bills and
provide everything. I also do the

commander of the USS Chesapeake,
Capt. James Lawrence, gave the order,"Don't give up the ship" during
a losing battle with the British frigate HMS Shannon in the War of
1812.
In 1868, James Buchanan, the
15th president of the United States,
died near Lancaster, Pennsylvania,
at age 77.
In 1926, actress Marilyn Monroe
was born Norma Jeane Mortenson in
Los Angeles.
In 1943,a civilian flight from Portugal to England was shot down by

Germany during World War II, killing all 17 people aboard, including
actor Leslie Howard.
In 1968. author-lecturer Helen
Keller, who'd earned a college degree despite being blind and deaf almost all of her life, died in Westport.
Connecticut, at age 87.
*1 1977, .the Soviet Union formWly charged Jewish human rights
activist Anatoly Shcharansky with
treason. (Shcharansky was imprisoned, then released in 1986; he's
now known by the name Natan Sharansky.)

DEAR ABBY: I'm in love with
my boyfriend, and we're about
to move to a huge college town.
We've been dating two years and
I want him to be my husband, but
at the same time I want to live
life. I'm not
even 21 yet,
and I haven't
experienced
life. I want
to go to a bar
or club arid
dance
with
whomever I
want, maybe
even have a
Dear Abby hookup if it
were to come
by
down to it. I
Abigail
have never
Van Buren
had a onenight stand
and I don't think I would, but if it
came down to it -- who knows!
! don't want to hurt him, but I
want him to be happy. He's happy with me and I'm happy with
him. What do I do? How do I tell
him I'd like freedom to be a ho?
-- NEED TO EXPERIENCE LIFE
DEAR NEED TO EXPERIENCE LIFE: Explain to your
boyfriend exactly the way you
have described it to me, and if he
is like 99 percent of the men on
this planet, your problem will be
solved."Ho-Ho-Ho!"
SONO

Today In History

re

1r9 grid with
numbers 1 to
Dlumn and each
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r to Sunday.

Today is Wednesday, June I, the
153rd day of 2016. There are 213
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 1, 1916, Louis Brandeis
took his seat as an associate justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court, the first
Jewish American to serve on the nation's highest bench.
On this date:
In 1792, Kentucky became the
15th state of the union.
In 1796, Tennessee became the
16th state.
In 1813, the mortally wounded

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I suffer
from awful tension headaches.
Could mind-body techniques help
to prevent or relieve them'?
DEAR READER: Tension
headaches are the most common
type of headache. Many
41)
people
describe
the
sensation as a
dull tightness
pressure
or
that
feels
like a band
wrapped
tightly
Dr. Komaroff around the
head.
by
Unlike
Dr. Anthony migraine
headaches,
Komaroff
a
tension
headache is
steady: It doesn't throb. Also, it
typically starts by hurting around
the entire head. In contrast, migraine headaches tend to start on
just one side of the head,often near
the temple or eye. Mind-body therapies can help with tension headaches.
Tension headaches are probably
the result of abnormal pain sensors
in the tissues of the scalp. These
sensors appear to be more sensitive, and more likely to send pain
signals to the brain. Also,in people
with repeated tension headaches,
the pain-sensing parts of the brain
also seem to become more sensitive to pain signals. Why all this
happens is uncertain.
Mind-body therapies include
meditation, relaxation techniques,
yoga, hypnosis,stress management
and biofeedback. These therapies
lower stress, which is a widely accepted trigger of headaches. They
also promote healthier lifestyle
habits, such as getting adequate
sleep, which can help to keep headaches at bay.
About half of all headache sufferers use some type of mindbody technique to alleviate the

pain. Which techniques will be
most useful for you will depend
on your personal preferences, but
in general, for tension headaches,
relaxation techniques and muscle
biofeedback seem to help the most:
RELAXATION
TECHNIQUES: These can relax your
muscles and ease tension, which
should help reduce headache pain.
No single relaxation technique
works better than the others. Experiment until you find the approach
that helps you the most. Whichever
technique you choose, it will work
only if you do it on a rtegular basis.
Daily is best. Options include:
-- Deep diaphragmatic breathing. This involves breathing so that
your abdomen (rather than your
chest) expands with each breath.
-- Meditation. You learn to turn
your attention inward rather than
being distracted by outside events.
-- Visualization. You imagine a
peaceful scene that relaxes you.
BIOFEEDBACK: With biofeedback you use a machine to monitor specific body functions. The
machine translates these readings
into a blinking light, a beeping
sound or some other signal. You
can gauge how your body is reacting by observing these signals.
You then learn relaxation exercises
and thought patterns to change and
control those reactions.
Say, for example. that tension
in your shoulder or neck muscles
causes or worsens your tension
headaches. You will learn to recognize tense muscles and effectively
relax them.
Two types of biofeedback are
commonly used to manage headaches:
-- Surface electromyography
measures electrical activity in a
muscle through small metal plates
that are placed on the skin.
-- Thermal biofeedback measures finger temperature.
Biofeedback should be done
only with the help of a skilled professional. Ask your doctor for a
referral.
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cooking and cleaning and pay for
Chelsea's cigarettes and personal
items. She claims she wants to be
a stay-at-home mom -- although
she is more "stay at home" than
"mom." This infuriates me and has
led to many arguments.
I have tried reasoning with her
and talking rationally; nothing
works. It has turned into one shouting match after another. What can
I do to set her straight while not
putting our son at risk of suffering
from all of this fallout? Throwing
her out is obviously not the answer.
I'm just not sure what is. -- DOING IT ALL IN ARIZONA
DEAR DOING IT ALL: While
it would have been nice for your
son to be surrounded by two loving
parents who get along, that's not
how it has turned out. You should
not be forced to shoulder as much
of the responsibility as you have
been saddled with, and living iq a
house with parents who are at each
other's throats is not a healthy environment for a child.
Chelsea appears to be lazy, and
I have to wonder about how conscientious a parent she is if she sits
around smoking with her child in
the house all day. Talk to an attorney about assuming full custody of
your son. Because his mother refuses to work, it follows that she's
in no position to support him. He
is old enough for day care or preschool during the hours you are
working.
Then thank God you didn't marry this woman,and tell Chelsea the
free ride is over. If she can't abide
by the agreement you two had
when she moved in, she'll have to
move out

Relaxation techniques can
relieve tension headaches
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HOW DID YOUR auSINESS TRIP
TO 14AWA,Ii GO, BOSS?

PUTTING THE FREEZE ON COMPOSTING
Dear Heloise: COMPOSTING was added to
our city-sponsored free recycling program, but
with just two of us, filling a countertop container
would take a long time. Other problems were the
smell at each opening, messy dumping and cleaning the container.
So, we use a paper grocery
bag in our freezer. When it is
full, we drop the entire thing
in the bin on our way to other errands, since paper is part
of the composting process. -Mary W., via email
Yes, it's a nice idea to have
a countertop "compost bin,"
but as you said, vuck! Freezing "wet" garbage is an old
by
hint, especially if you have
Heloise
garbage pickup once a week.
One reader did this, but she
also had a bagfor leftovers to
make soup. Yes, her husband grabbed the wrong
bag to start the pot. No soup that night! -- Heloise
CORN COB
Dear Heloise: I was making soup, and corn
was one of the ingredients. I had some corn on the
cob and needed to remove the corn. No problem:
I grabbed my fluted cake pan, stuck a cob in the
inner ring and carefully cut off the kernels. -- Tara
D., Fort Wayne.Ind.
This is a hint that makes life a little easier!
Soups can be quick to make or can take a little
longer, but the result is yummy. 1 have many recipesfrom family andfriends in my Heloise 's Spectacular Soups pamphlet. To order, visit vvviwile/-

oise.com, or send $5 and a long, self-addressed,
stamped (68 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Soups,
P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001.
If you are using fresh corn on the cob, after cutting the kernels off, go back over with the knife to
get the "milk" left on the cob. This really adds a
nice touch to a pot of soup, or if you are making
creamed corn. -- Heloise
SESAME-SEED SANDWICH
Dear Heloise: If you love toasted sesame
seeds, like I do. after buttering your bread as usual for a grilled-cheese sandwich, sprinkle on sesame seeds, then rub them in with a knife. Grill
the sandwich as normal,and the sesame seeds will
brown and toast,and add a delicious flavor to your
sandwich. You'll be making sure you pick up every little seed! -- Marlene F., Manor, Pa.
Marlene, I love it! Atv grilled cheese has fresh
sliced tomatoes, sliced dill pickles,fresh spinach
and just a sprinkle of chili powder. -- Heloise
FREEZE AND SQUEEZE
Dear Heloise: When a recipe calls for chopped
parsley, basil, kale or spinach for soup or sauces.
I put them in the freezer. All you then have to do
is squeeze them in the bag! -- Cheryl B., via email
OVERRIPE BANANAS
Dear Heloise: What to do about the overripe
bananas that no one wants? They are destined to
be sliced and put into a container of ice cream for
later enjoyment in our house. It's the perfect answer. -- Joan H., via email
(02016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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IT REALLY
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SUCH A
REBOOTING...
DIFFICULT
QUESTION?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, June 2, 2016:
This year you make waves because of your
unconventional ideas. You can take wild ideas
and harness them, and then find a practical way
of executing them. You often greet success,
which could appear as financial compensation, a
promotion and/or general admiration. Do not stand
on the sidelines. If you are single, several people
would like to get to know you better. You are likely
to stumble into a very romantic bond as soon as
fall or as late as next spring! If you are attached,
the two of you spend many happy hours together
at home. You both like the privacy and caring that
come from this setting. TAURUS reads between
the lines.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
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ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Err on the side of caution. You might want to
think through what you need to do in order to feel
comfortable. Your efforts will be noticed, as you do
nearly everything 110 percent. Your enthusiasm
comes from committing to what you totally believe
in.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Zero in on what you want. A gesture
could make a tremendous difference to a friend or
loved one. Your creativity melds with your sense
of humor, which draws many people toward you,
especially a younger person.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might want to say less in a discussion
that could be uncomfortable for you as well as
for others. They know that something is off if you
are so quiet. Your intuition guides you through a
decision that could affect your domestic and/or
personal life.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You'll say the right words to get someone's
attention A conversation with this person seems
inevitable, as he or she wants to know more about
you. Know that you do not need to be an open
book, but it is important to be authentic.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** The limelight shine; on you, and you are

very comfortable with the attention. Recognize that
you need to take the lead, but don't criticize others.
In fact, you might want to share your priorities more
openly; you could find mutual agreement.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Look at the dynamics in a key situation.
Get out of yourself in order to see the big picture. If
you can imagine what it is like to be someone else
involved, you will understand his or her position.
which will make mutual agreement possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Deal with a partner on a one-on-one level.
You could be too tired to come to terms with what
is happening. Someone might share a humorous,
private story. You might be left with an ear-to-ear
grin. You don't need to share what you know.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You accomplish a lot simply by staying
focused. Others could distract you quickly, as they
seem to have news that could delight you. Hearing
piecemeal comments might not be comfortable for
you; take time to focus on the whole story.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Pace yourself, and try not to daydream. You
have something on your mind that appears more
worthy of your attention. Perhaps you need to let
go and handle this matter. Afterward, you will feel
more like focusing on what comes along.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be taken aback by a loved one's
ideas, as they could be off-the-wall yet delightful
and creative. Use your sixth sense in an important
conversation. Stay more tuned in to those around
you. You might not want to share your thoughts
quite yet
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Stay as centered as possible, especially
when it comes to understanding what is going on.
You easily could miscount your change or make an
error that affects your finances Stay as anchored
as possible when dealing with others!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be in a position where you
might like to handle a personal matter differently
Sometimes you are quite vague about what you
want to do. Support yourself more often in doing
exactly what you desire
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Breast Cancer Never a
Breast Cancer never takes a day off and never rests
destruction of another life. It attacks all day, every day
Breast cancer will attack regardless of your age, race, and even
gender. It does not care about the size of your body or the size
or your bank account.

Fight this killer with the best ava
Breast Exams
and
Mammograms!
doctor about your need for a mammogram or breast
Ask
exam. If you are uninsured, contact the health department to
determine if you are eligible
ams.
Don't wait one more day. It only takes a few minut
your life. Early Detection is your Best Protection!
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